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Unionist Charges That Uncle Delegate Armijo Is Shocked
Sam's Millionaires Dictate
at Domestic Troubles
British Destiny
Portrayed

The proceedings of the constitution'
al convention begin to lack dramatic
interest as most of the time is now
spent in carefully revising the articles already passed. The revision
committee has up to date reported
eleven articles, eight of which have
been adopted as revised, and three
of which are to be finally adopted today. Nine more articles await revision and these include the long ones
on Legislative and Judiciary Departments, Corporations Other Than Municipal, and Taxation, and the shorter
ones on Education,
Apportionment,
The
Amendment, and Miscellaneous.
committee expects to have all of
these completed by Saturday and the
convention could finish at a night
session on Saturday, but if every section, and they number about 300, is to
be finally adopted by roll call, the
convention will carry over to next
Tuesday or Wednesday.
Yesterday afternoon, as the . New
Mexican went to press, the convention was debating a sentence prohibiting the carrying of concealed weapons in the clause which gives citizens
the right to bear arms for self defense and in time and places of danger. The clause had been changed
entirely by the revision committee,
not so much in meaning as In phraseology, as the clause as adopted consisted of two sentences which 'negatived each other. The revised section was finally adopted after spirited
debate in which C. J. Roberts, C. M.
Compton, A. H. Hudspeth, James E.
Hall, F. E. Wood, Reed Holloman, J.
G. Fitch, E. P. Saxon and N. Segura,
took part, and which despite its eloquence caused one spectator to
mark "This is a wasteless use of

Governor Mills today appointed Rob
ert L. Hitt of Willard, a notary public.

time."
The Bill of Rights was then adopted
with minor clerical changes.
The Committee on Engrossing reported that it had arranged to have

the constitution printed in engrossed
form on parchment bond at figures
submitted.
At this point Jose D. Sena was called to the chair and the convention
took up the Article on Schedule, a
long one but formal in its nature, as
it provided for the carrying over of
laws and official authority of territorial officers until the state government
is inaugurated. A debate was caused
by a motion of A. A. Sedillo to change
the word "the" to "this," in the article, but after a parliamentary wrangle, the motion was lost, A. A. Sedillo
protesting that sufficient time was
given to mature deliberation of the revision.

The convention adjourned to 2:30
o'clock this afternoon, when the substitute clauses offered by the Committee on Education, and W. D. Murray
and Acasio Gallegos, regarding territorial institutions and their lands, will
be taken up.
The reports on mines and mining,
state, county and municipal indebtedness and county and municipal corporations are to be taken up this afternoon it time permits. An evening
session will be held it the printer can
finish up the revised report on Legislative Department which is a very
long one and on which the revision
committee finished work this afternoon.

School

Census,

Tula, Russia, Nov. 17.- - Count Tol
stoi is still alive and even slightly
improved this morning. His condition
however, continues critical and a
number of times the last few hours!
the report has been circulated thatj
the end had come. The inflamationj
of the lungs is less menacing this
On the other hand, the
morning.
weakness of the heart action causes
the greatest anxiety. Countess Tolstoi has not been admitted to the sick
room and even the fact of her arrival
has been kept from Tolstoi, lest the
knowledge of her coming overexcite
him. The count was plainly angry
when his son Sergius entered the
room.
Dictates to Daughter,
Tula, Nov. 17. The novelist continues conscious and even has been
allowed to dictate to his daughter Alexander part of a new article.
Seeks Reconciliation With the Church.
St. Petersburg. Nov. 17. It is reported Count Tolsto i desires reconciliation with the Greek church
from which he was excommunicated
following the publication of his work
"Resurrection" in 1901. According to
today's papers the Holy Synod held a
secret session yesterday at which the
relations of the count and the church
were discussed.
FRIENDS
UNITED IN DEATH.

Both Were Well Known Commission
Men at Union Stock Yards
at Chicago.
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REPUBLICAN CHAIRMAN H. O. BURSUM.

"The most significant, fact about
Bursum" every one calls him that,
said a supreme court justice the other
day, "is that he has been growing con- stantly and is still growing." There is
no leisure in his energy, no retrogres-in his attainments, the deeds of
yesterday are but stepping stones and
nothing else to him. From the lowest rung, to the leadership of a great
party, from a private in the ranks to
a general who has led his party to
victory again and again, despite discouragements,
despite tierce opposition, that is glory enough for any man,
but H. O. Bursum is not after glory,
he is not after shekels, he is not after
power, he merely wants to serve his
friends and the people, and he serves
both well. In the constitutional convention, he should be classed as a
progressive, his leanings are all that
way, and for that reason, he has been
so successful in healing differences,

j

Proposition Introduced !n Convention
of
American Federation
of
Labor at St. Louis.

to go before the people for any office.
His friends are willing to work and
fight to bestow upon him any odice.
honor, from United
livery possible
States Senator to Governor, has been
mentioned in his behalf by his friends
but he himself is not seeking any
cial preferement; he needs no official

preferment.

H. O. Bursum is a native of Fort
Dodge, Iowa. He is 4:! years old, bu4
in those forty-threyears has lived
more years than most men, for from
early boyhood he had to make his own
way. He was only 13, when he came
to New Mexico and helped to push
the Santa Fe railway through New
Mexico, as a contractor, freighter and
as a railroader. He has lived at Raton, at San Antonio, at Fort Wingate
and then at Socorro, where even sixteen years ago already, the people recognized his sterling qualities and
elected him sheriff, in which position
he was noted for his fearlessness, his
fairness and his zeal to uphold the
law. Four years later he began his
career as a legislator in the Council.
In 1S89, he took hold of the territorial
penitentiary as warden and placed it
on a business basis, made it
porting by introducing the brick makm ine sarue ume, ue
nig uiuusu-jrwas the first to employ convicts
at
public road making and started the
construction of the superb scenic highway from Santa Fe to Las Vegas and
built the magnificent
switchbacks
across the Dalton divide. Since 1904,
he has been chairman of the territo-Republican central committee and
he has not lost a political battle al-though in every fight the odds were
heavy. The latest victory of the party he led, was the election of 71 out
of 100 delegates to the constitutional
convention. Mr. Bursum has a forceful and magnetic personality, his word
is taken without question or quibbling
for even his political enemies acknowledge that his word Is as good as gold.
He has a happy family circle in Socorro, but it is also at Santa Fe, that Mrs.
Bursum is a social favorite.
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GREENVILLE, TEXAS, IS
GROWING SOME, TOO.
Washington, D. , Nov. 17. Greenville city has a population of 8,850.
The 12th census showed 6,800, and
the 11th 4,330. The bureau 'today announced the population of Nacogdoches as 3,336, while 10 years ago it
was 1,827.

text-book-

10

weights.

Nature study' and drawing (involving a knowledge of the development,
growth, habits, and peculiarities of
the more common animals and plants,
methods of interesting pupils in the
study of the same, and skill In the
execution of illustrative drawings) 5
weights.

History and science of teaching
(comprising school government, methAMERICAN BLUE JACKETS
ods of teaching, duties of the teacher,
VISIT
etc.) 10 weights.
Paris, Nov. 17. Groups of American
Experience, training, and fitness, 10
blue jackets, visiting Paris, are ev- weights.
erywhere objects of interest and are
Total, 100 weights.
Applicants must have reached their
cordially welcomed. The men are being given shore leave from the battle- twentieth birthday, but not their for
ship fleet in batches of one and two tieth birthday on the date of the ex
hundred.
amination.
,
up.

t

Public Is Invited.
This evening at the Palace
of the Governors, in the rooms
of the New Mexico Historical
Society, there will be presented to the Historical Museum,
pens with which the Enabling
Act was signed, the flag that
floated over the Capitol on the
day it was passed and other
souvenirs of the
occasion.
The exercises will be informal,
brief and interesting, and will
begin promptly at 7:30 o'clock.
The Delegates to the Constitutional Convention have been
especially invited and an invitation is extended to the
eral public.
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Panama, Nov. 17. President Taft
will sail for home today. He is de- lighted at the progress being made
of the Panama
in the construction
Canal and with the cheers of the
ringing in his ears, the President will stop at Guantanamo, Cuba, for a brief inspection of the approaching session of Congress.
Pan-amaia-

ALL QUIET ON THE
FRONTIER OF MEXICO.
No

Further News of Reported Trouble
at Uvalde Clashes Will Be
Prevented.

17. Everything
Washington, Nov.
is quiet along the Mexican border and
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Chicago, Nov.

17.

Riots

by

office.

"This is frightful" said

Mr. Armijo
to George Armijo, "and a stop ought to
be put to such a wrangle." George
re17.
Nov.
St. Louis,
Aeroplane was somewhat puzzled himself but
Mexin
New
he
read
the
membering
as
new
is
a
recognized
building
branch of industry in a resolution ican last night that a moving picture
presented to the convention of tha company was in tin city he took a
American Federation of Labor today long guess that the domestic drama
of enacted was "a play to the galleries."
The carriage and wagon workers
It, was, indeed, lots of fun.
Having
the International Union in a petition
to the federation set forth the decline enacted the first two acts of the westin the carriage and wagon building in- ern romance at Mr. Corbett's ranch
dustry and say it is due to automob-- j yesterday afternoon, the hero winning
iles and aeroplanes.
The members the girl and escaping on horseback
ask that their charter be broadened to the Parson's, Mr. Beal the "proof
and their name be changed to the ducer" of the western company
Film Manufacturing
and the American
Carriage, Wagon Automobile
Aeroplane Workers of the Internation-- ' Company this morning staged the final
al X.'nion. A resolution has been pre-- act. It was dated several years later.
sented to the convention that Con- - He selected a house in the eastern
gress be asked to grant a pension of part of the city and there the hero,
Miss
$30.00 a month to married workers Mr. Pollard and the heroine,
Fischer were again the
This
past sixty years.
time they twinkled over a "wash tub"
Miss Fischer has been
landscape.
TWO HUNDRED FISHERMEN
OVERDUE AT SELKIRK, married two years and although she
has strong arms she does not take
Hint of a Tragedy on Lake Winnipeg kindly to washing, a task she leaves-tin Which Steamer Wolverine Has
her husband, lie at first resents
the idea but she grabs a lock of his
Disappeared.
jett black hair and leads him to the
Selkirk, Mantoba, Nov. 17. The slaughter. Then the two ranchers,
Marine department today dispatched who were disappointed in love, show
a steamer to the Lake Winnipeg, with up on the scene and they jeer at their
a relief party to look for the missing successful rival, saying "we are glad
steamer Wolverine which was report- - we were losers. Bill." And so the
ec" overdue November 10. At that time
comedy continues until the climax is
it was said, two hundred fishermen reached, with the pushing of the husbfrom the North Lake Winnipeg fish- - and into a tub of water and pouring
Ing stations were on the boat home-ri- another tub of water over him, makes
ward hound from the season's work, the grand finale. The head douche
Lake Winnipeg is three hundred miles and sitz bath make our- hero shiver.
It was at this juncture that Mr. Isijons iln(i eighty miles miles. Its sho- res are a wilderness inhabited by oc- doro Armijo drove by and thought
casional tribes of Indians.
the affair altogether too realistic to
be anything but a first class A No. 1
FURS ARE GOING
family row of Herculean proportions.
OUT OF FASHION,
nave vocal eyes.
A newspaper man was present at
Therefore Sea Otter and Muskratj the scene and learnt many new th'ngs
Skins Have Dropped Thirty
about moving pictures. The actors
j
Per Cent in Price.
and actresses actually ta'Jc while they
perform, but of course they rely more
Seattle, Nov. 17. That the wearing on facial expression than on elocuof furs has gone out of fashion is giv- - tion. They do lots of work with their
ing William J. Erskine, manager of eyes, which have to be quite "vocal"
the Northern Commercial Company, to make a success of th i picture busias the reason of the astounding fall ness. Great care is exercised in stagin prices of raw furs, which affects ing the picture to have the actors and
all classes of 6klns from sea otter to actresses
stay within certain lines,
muskrat, ermine being the only im- - otherwise the moving machine will
in
skin
did
fall
that
not
price. not catch them.
portant
Manager Beal drew
The muskrat skins, for instance, used
on the ground in front of the
lines
in counterfeiting seal skins, have fallen 30 per cent because sealskins are porch and these served as a guide.
Can Stop the Machine.
less fashionable and imitations conse. If anything should go wrong in the
quently in less demand.
picture, the manipulator can instantly
stop it, and then resume without any
PETITION FOR REPRIEVE
OF HAWLEY CRIPPEN. interference in the portraying of the
scenes. This in invaluable in proSeveral Thousand Signatures Have ducing '"trick" pictures, which are
the great success of Pathe Freres, of
Been Secured By Solicitor
Paris. One of the actors this mornNewton at London.
ing explained that many of the marLondon, Nov. 17. Solicitor Newton vellous feats performed in moving
lias secured several thousand signa- pictures are done with the aid of
tures to the netition for the renrieve wires and stopping the machine after
of his elient
Tlr
Hawlov Prinnen. each motion, then when the entire
sentenced to be hanged next Wednes- - picture or series of pictures is finishuay Ior wlle muraer. xne petition ed, there is a string of "events" which
probably will be presented to Home deceive the eye and surprise the
Secretary Churchill today.
brain.
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striking garment workers broke out
anew today in several parts of the
city. About three hundred strikers
waited for several hours near Gault
Court where many Italian strike ROSWELL YOUNG MAN
breakers live, and when the strike
MARRIES DENVER GIRL.
breakers appeared on the way to
work they were attacked. The police
Canon City, Colo., Nov. 17. A pretused clubs to break up the mob, which ty wedding was celebrated at the
included many girls.
home of Senator and Mrs. Matt Lines,
when their youngest daughter, Miss
"NOT A WORD,
Rose, was married to Boyd Gatewood
NOT A WORD." of Roswell, N. M. The wedding was
witnessed by a large number of Miss
Roosevelt is Persistently Lines' friends and associates, in adand Strangely Silent as to the
dition to a dozen or more guests from
Recent Elections.
Florence and other places.
New York, Nov. 17. "Not a word,
The bride is one of the most popunot a word!." said Colonel Roosevelt lar of the younger set, and is a graduin answer to a question as to what ate of the high school. The bridehe thought of the recent election groom is the son of Judge and Mrs.
when he returned to his magazine la- W. W. Gatewood of Roswell, and upbors today for the first time since on the return to that city with his
November 8. "They are saying you bride will enter his father's law ofcan't come back," ventured a reporter. fice. The young couple departed for
"Not a word," said the colonel as he Roswell, where they will make their
bounded out of his auto which brought home for the present at Ross Haven,
him In from Oyster Bay and hurried the residence of the bridegroom's

the Texas authorities are taking the
proper measures to obviate any possibility of clashes between citizens of
Mexico and the United States, according to a telegram received today
by the state department from Governor Campbell of Texas. The governor said he had no news of trouble
at Uvalde where a disturbance between Americans and Mexicans was
into his
reported.

over him.
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Chicago, 111., Nov. 17. Two of the
best known commission men at the
Union stock yards died of heart trouble at their Chicago residences last
night. They were Thomas Kelly and
W. W. Shearer. Mr. Kelly whose fortune is estimated at $3,000,000, was
president of the National Live Stock
Commission Company with branches in
bringing together apparently irrein St. Louis, Kansas City and Fort concilable
opinions, bo that New MexWorth. He was largely interested In ico will have
a safe and sane and yet
Texas and Oklahoma lands and was
constitution. On one point,
progressive
one of the most extensive breeders of
however, he insisted in the parleyings
cattle In the country. Mr. Shearer of all sides for
vantage ground. That
was a close friend of Mr. Kelly and is, that the
people demand a commishad been connected with the Chicago sion that would
regulate and super-stock yards nearly forty years.
jvise corporations including transpor
tation and transmission companies;
NO SEPARATE SUBMISSION OF
that they wanted a commission that
STATE-WIDPROHIBITION. would do the work and that they must
have such a commission.
And he
Arironians Turn Down This Plan By wrote with his own hands into the
Vote of 2 to 1 Also Defeat
constitution the sections that will
Woman Suffrage.
give New Mexico a commission that
will be sustained by the courts, that
Phoenix, Ariz., Nov. 17. There will .will
and supervise corporate
be no separate submission of the state wealthregulate
and that will see to it that the
wide prohibition question at the elecsquare deal is given by the railroads
tion for ratification of Arizona's con to the
would
people. That
stitution. The Convention adnnted tn. ihnve been trlnrv onnnirh again,
fni gnr man
day, by a vote of more than two to! But he has been active in
normal schools.
one majority the report of the commit-- ! other parts of the constitution shaping
and in
The Philippine school year begins tee on separate submission
romm. Ipnnh rasp ha hari an ova trt crtirirtcr tha
in the early part of June and ends .mending the
rejection of the proposi- - people what public sentiment demand
with the month of March. So far as tion
ed, "protecting the weak against the
possible all appointments as teachers! For the third time tho Mnvd
strong,
guaranteeing every man his
are made with a view to their arrival defeated the woman
suffrage proposi- rights. It Is a good record on which
at Manila before the beginning of the tion by taking the same
course with
school year, which requires that the regard to the
proposition for the sepaor
the first rate submission of the question.
appointees sail in April
week in May. In this way the conIAFT PLEASED
STRIKE
tract period of two years expires with PREPARING FOR BIG
the school year. Later sailings are
GAME.
sometimes permitted, but few appointments are made during the remainder Line-uof Crimson. Long Distance
IN
CANAL
of the year. Two days of seven hours
Signal Practice on Field at
each will be allowed for the regular
New Haven.
subjects of this examination. The
New Haven, Nov. 17. Yale and
first five subjects will be given on the
Progress Made in Its Con Garment Workers Attack
first day, and the remaining subjects Harvard elevens began today putting
struction Delights the Na-- j Scabs on Their Way to
the finishing touches on their prepa
on the second day.
for
rations
the foot bah game on Sattion's President
the Shops
Subjects.
Thesis (of not less than 300 words urday. It is stated today that the
on either of two subjects given, to back field in Saturday's game prob
test knowledge of syntax, style, spell- ably will be Wigglesworth at quarter HE WILL VISiTgUJINTIIo'iB
GIRLS
ing, punctuation, and capitalization) back; Corbett at left half; Ted Froth-lngha15 weights.
at right half, and Leslie or
Penmanship (rated on thesis) 5 Morrison at full back. Both Yale and General Message to Congress Italians Appear to Have Been)
Harvard will take a long signal practweights.
Will Be Dictated at Sea by
Chief Sufferers in the
Arithmetic (as comprised in the or- ice on the Yale field this afternoon.
Chief Executive.
15
Outbreak.
dinary grammar school
weights.
Geography (mathematical, physical,
and political) 10 weights.
Physiology and hygiene (as found
5
In the grammar school
weights.
English (as treated in the ordinary
grammar school
Including
analysis and parsing) 15 weights.
History and civil government" of
the United States (as covered in the
s
and the
grammar school

WHS

IS. An
London, Nov.
Although moving pictures are conapparently
nspirrd statement today tixos Novem sidered very realistic, the real thing,
ber 2S as the date for the dissolution
or traof parliament.
The government it is the drama cr comedy-dramubserted. designs to pass the budget gedy from which the pictures are
before appealing to the country. That taken, is still more real. This was
he American dollar will figure larg"discovered by Delegate Isidoro Armijo
fy in the Unionist campaign, was indicatfd by the excitement at the an- of Las Cruces, Dona Ana county, who
niial conference of the conservative v as riding in the eastern part of tho
associations at Nottingham this morn- city this morning with George Armijo,
ing when Henry Chaplin, a Unionist clerk of the convention.
Mr. Isidoro
member of parliament for Wimble don. Armijo was admiring the mountain
deiiounoi d the government which, he scenery until suddenly his eye was
said, was handing over the rule of the attracted to the back porch of a house
country "to the sworn enemy of Eng- where a man was seen dragged by the
land who with the gold of foreign hair to a wash tub and made do wash-inmillionaires aspires to dictate our desas his wife, of athletic figure, bostines."
sed him around. Finally she lost all
patience with her husband whom she
PENSION FOR MARRIED
into the foamy suds and then
WORKERS OF SIXTY YEARS, pushed a
poured
gallon or more of other soap-wat-

j

TWO BUSINESS

PARLIAMENT

Hen-Pecke-

Bedside.

Superintendent of Public Instruction J. E. Clark today received the
school census for 1910 of San Miguel
county, which credits the county with
7,GG3 persons between the ages of five
and twenty-on- e
years, an increase of
42 over last year.
Incorporations.
The Deming Ladies' Hospital Association of Deming, Luna county, filed
incorporation papers today in the office of Territorial
Secretary Nathan
Jaffa. The incorporators and directors are: Mrs. Achsa Field, Marguerite
E. Merrill, Kate E. Moir, Emma
S.
Duff and Ella Mahoney.
The National Slavonic Society of
Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, also filed in
corporation papers, the headquarters
for New Mexico to be at Santa Fe and
the statutory agent, Insurance Com
missioner Jacobo Chaves.
Arrested By Cattle Inspector.
Inspector E. E--. Van Horn of the Cat
tle Sanitary Board has returned from
Vaughn, where he inspected a shipment of horses, and from Willard and
Stanley, where he inspected shipments
of cattle. He arrested Ramon Garcia
of Encino, Torrance county, for peddling meat without being able- - to show
the hide.
Civil Service Examinations.
Civil service examinations at Santa
Fe, Albuquerque, Roswell and Las Vegas are announced by Secretary
Charles J. Parsons of the local board,
from whom further information may
be obtained at the local postofnee, December 7 and 8, for fortification
dragtsman paying an entrance salary
of $1,500 a year; cartographic draftsman at $3.84 per diem at the naval
war college at Newport, Rhode Island,
and assistant school superintendent,
$1,600 to $3,000 a year, and male and
female teachers in the Philippines,
$1,000 to $2,000 a year. The date for
the Philippine positions has not been
definitely set as yet but applications
for the positions may not be filed.
It is desired to secure as many eli- gibles as possible who are college
graduates, and especially graduates of
polytechnic schools and of agricultural schools. It is also desired to secure eligibles who are graduates of

OF

It Is to Occur on November 28 And the
Husband
Soon Regains His
According to Inspired Statement Issued Today.
Composure.

p

Tomorrow afternoon, the Committee on Liquor Traffic and prohibition
expects to report, which ought to re
sult in an interesting session, either
then or some time on Saturday. The
prohibition forces have mustered considerable strength although far from
sufficient to carry the point they are
nevertheless,
contending for, but
there promises to be a display of fire
works oratory, whenever the report is
considered.
As the New Mexican went to press
the convention had just been called
to order by President Charles A.
Spiess and Chaplain Julius A. Hart-mahad pronounced the invocation.
Afternoon Session.
President Spiess announced at the
afternoon session that large number
of members of the convention desire
to adjourn Saturday night.
M. P. Skeen, H. B. Fergusson, E. S.
Stover presented petitions and tele
grams for prohibition. They were re
ferred to the Committee on Liquor
Traffic and Prohibition.
ueiegate rauerson presented a
memorial from homesteaders In the
dry farming congress, asking that the
convention plead, with congress to
pass a law for the relief of homesteaders,
The memorial was adopted.
The revised report on mining was
then adopted and the report on county and Municipal Corporations taken

OiSSOLUTlON

f

HOPEFUL

Cattle Inspector E. E. Van Horn Has No Knowledge That His
Makes an Arrest at
Wife Has Hurried to His

Pay Day.
Territorial Secretary Nathan Jaffa
today paid off the delegates and employes of the constitutional convention, the pay roll, which is the third
one, running up to about S10.000.

TOO REALISTIC

AMERICAN DOLLAR

This Afternoon Section on Educational Institutions Was
Considered.

Encino.

MOCK DRAMA

DISLIKES THE

11

Committee on Revision Has One for Hospital at Deming Was Angry When His Son
Nine More Articles
Othei for Fraternal InSergius Entered His
to Scan
Sick Room
surance Society
ELEVEN

SO ICu

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO, THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 17, 1910

But he admitted there are certain
secrets possessed by the French in
making these marvellous pictures that
are still mysteries.
Mr. James, the manager of the company, stated that he was somewhat
disappointed finding the weather here
rather cool as he had hoped some pictures could be taken in which sleeves
would be rolled up and a
garb used by the men in portraying
certain southwest scenes. With the
thermometer hovering around 28 this
was not just the ideal climatic consemi-tropic-

dition.

The company will spend several
weeks in New Mexico and a week or
more here, perhaps. Mayor Seligman
has offered them the privileges of the
city for making moving pictures and
the members of the Santa Fe Board
of Trade have extended the moving
picture company all the courtesies n
(Continued on Page Eight.)
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Stews

Josephine FosU-r.Love arising like incense
From a passion burned away,
Like a tender smoke from an altar
Whose ashes have turned to gray;
Whose heart of fire is gleaming
T'p to the soft blue sky
Like the shaft of a passing twilight
(I5y

Helping the sweet day die.

FRESH EDIBLES OF ALL KINDS

WORD

SOUHfi ID

"The Democrat is not opposed to
the recall. The proposition has many
admirable features that recommend it.
Ball, One of the many is that if it was in

Accused of Shop Lifting H. H.
a blacksmith, is charged at Roswell force in Arizona the people would un-with taking a
piece of silk seat about 40 per cent of the constitu- from a counter in the store of M. tional convention."
Arizona Demo-Price & Co., and slipping it under his crat.
overcoat.
Hurled Under Motor Car Hurled'" The Democratic victories
through- .u.e.n,, lu ,uc k.uuuu auu .uu
otlt the
will not

j

y

Grocery Co.

Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.

No. 40.

Telephone

i

......

.
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AN UNFAILINGLY

Brilliant Topic for

i

"TABLE TALK"
A Bit of Hawkes
Cut Glass

home-steadin- g

beauty.

UAWKES

TAILORED WAISTS

HOUSE DRESSES & KIM0NAS
EVERY ONE A FIT AND
GUARANTEED TO WEAR.

can't tell in words how happy the word
Cuticura' sounds to me, for it cured my
baby of itching, torturing
erzema. It lirst came when
she was between three and
four weeks old, appearing
on her head. 1 used everything imaginable and had
one doctor's bill after another but nothing cured it.
Then the eczema broke out
so badly behind her ear
that 1 really thought her
ear would come oft. For
.months 1 dortored it but
to no avail. Then it began
at tier nose and her eyes
were nommg urn sores.
1
had to keep her in a dark
room for two weeks.
The
doctor did no good, so I
stopped him coining.
"For about two weeks I had used Cutlcura iSoan for her every day, then I got
a box of Cuticura Ointment and began to us
that. In a week there was a marked improvement. In all I used two cakes of Cuticura Soap and one box of Cuticura Ointment
and my baby was cured of the fores. This
was last November; now her hair is growing
out nicely and she has not a scar on her.
I can not praise Cuticura enough, I can take
my child anywhere and people are amazed to
Bee her without a sore.
From the time she
was four weeks old until she was three years,
she was never without the terrible eruption
but now, thanks to Cuticura, I have a well
m
Mrs. H. E. Householder, 2004
child.
St., Baltimore, Md., May 10. 1910."
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WE ARE ALSO SHOWING A FINE LINE
OF READY TO WEAR CLOTHES, LADIES
SUITS, MISSES AND CHIT DRENS COATS

WE TAKE MEASURES FOR

LADIES SUITS
And Guarantee a Fit.

SELI6MAIN BROS CO.
P. O. Box 219

l,

No guest will fail to remark its extraordinary

Mark on it is
genuine.

out this Trade

LADIES

Everything Imaginable, 2 Cakes
SoapandOneBoxOintmentCured.

warrant the
country
'Arizona constitutional convention in
jones, cniei cierK to Division ouper loading our fundamental law with so- "?
F. L. Myers, at Las Vegas
intendent
, 'T,
.
cialistic junk. Radicah; sm in the con
,
, i
stitution
might suit Teddy, but it
death, by a
woud not suit Arizona or the councase
of
Sentence Suspended The
Atilano Aragon, charged with assault- - try." Bisbee Daily Review.
ing Amalia Lucero with intent to
Gloomy Gus Again.
rape, which was tried at the last term
"Next week the machine made con-of the Sandoval county court, was disposed of when Judge Ira A. Abbott stitution of New Mexico will be fin-- j
makers
sentenced the offender to one year in ished, and the constitution
the penitentiary and suspended the will be ready to return home. And if
the people don't like the document it
sentence during good behavior.
Tried for Conspiracy
Charged with is up to them to help themselves as
conspiracy, George Snell is on trial best they can. The bosses have act- in the United States court at Las ed." EI Paso Times.
Vegas. Snell and Karl Eklund are
The morning after the election Hen-- j
charged with having entered into a
ry Waterson, veteran editor and Dem-conspiracy in regard to the
and sale of a tract of govern- ocrat, thus voiced his feelings on the
Cuticura Remedies are snid throughout the world.
ment land, located near Clayton, front page of the Courier-Journathe Fotter
Sole Props., Boston.
Drug & Chem. Cori
words being interspersed between
Cuticura book.
JurUailcd tree, latest
where the men reside.
Licenses
Issued A li- crowing gamecocks: "Back to the
Marriage
unterri-fied.- "
"Democracy
cense to marry was granted at Las Ve- constitution."
"The Union of states, the su- to
18.
of
Juanita
Martinez, aged
gas
of courts and obedience
to tional restriction should be removed
San Geronimo, and Jose Braulio Go- premacy
law now and forever." What a con- - entirely.
mez, aged 28. of San Pablo. Guada- trast with
the radical yells for the rs-- ' ' While we know that much opposi- lupe Jaramillo, aged 19, Chaperito. call
against the courts now heard in tion is aroused to the continuous
and Dionicio Palomino, aged 31. of Phoenix
among the accidental dele- holding of good offices by particular
Las Conchas; Ruperta S. Dominguez,
Bisbee
gates.
Daily Review.
persons, for our part we are, in the
aged 19, and Rafael Sedillos, aged 24,
main, out of sympathy, with it. If
of Chavez.
"Give us a short constitution, and a thoroughly competent man is electPolice Court News Bruma
Ellis Arizona's star will be
placed in the ed to office and performs his duties
drew $5 or five days in police court
flag without further opposition, Fill in a thoroughly competent manner we
at Albuquerque on a charge of drunk- the constitution with socialistic fads see no reason why he should not be
enness. Luis Bravo pleaded not guil- and issues and Arizona will be doom- returned to serve the people in the
ty to a charge of disturbing the peace. ed to remain in the territorial wilder- same capacity as long as the people
Bond was fixed for him at $50. Fran-- ness. If there are
delegates at Phoe- may want him. We certainly do not
Cisco Mendoza and Margarito Quilos nix who think the
people of Arizona see why certain county officers should
be
were held until the same time, though desire a crippled
and others ineligible for
judiciary and a govThe inevitable result of
they pleaded guilty to the charge, ernment without power to enforce law
District Officer Alfred and order, let them be referred to the such a provision will be to make the
Assailing
Mulford of the solicitor's office in initiative and referendum as a means clerkship of the probate court in each
storm
county a veritable
Washington has been sent to Albu of finding out that there is no such center. We feel that political
the convention
querque temporarily to assist District desire in Arizona." Arizona Star.
has made a serious mistake in this
Law Officer Blake Franklin of the
matter. Las Vegas Optic.
as
"The
we
worlf.
Mulford
have
forest service in his
grand jury,
There
attended the hearing of the served, is an anachronism.
"It is now expected that the conclaim case of Diego Gonzales, in re--' was a time when it served a useful
card to a homestead on the Jemez Purpose when it stood between the stitutional convention will be continational forest which the forest ser- - People and the king. It has for many nued the full sixty days, and then
vice had reported adversely upon. years been an awkward, a worse than there may be expected the usual
The claim set up by the forest ser- - useIess I)iece of the machinery of jus- rush during the closing hours." International American.
a
auu
c'
"llel
vice was that the homestead had one.
vutn tne grand jury wiped out
not been resided upon as the law re-- the course
of justice will be facilitatquired.
ed. The prisoner who is nrobablv not
(Continued on Page Seven.)
Increasing Capacity of Lake McMil-- , gUnty 0f the crime with which he is
the re- - charged will quickly regain his
IanThe work of
'
wall of Lake McMillan of the dom, and the prisoner who is guilty When You Are
Carlsbad project was commenced this; will quickly receive his punishment,
"AH Broke Up"
week. About 45,090 square feet of The taxpayers will not groan under
rip rap will be laid this winter and the burden of the support of either in
the dam of embankment on the west; jail. The district attorney on infor-sidPAMPAS
raised about two feet which will mation may bring the defendant to
increase the storage capacity 16,000 trial as he is now brought by indictment. It is evident that the district
acre feet.
or innoattorney's guess at the
Five Thousand Dollar Fire in Mine cence of the defendant isguilt
to be
Shaft Fire broke out in the Hearst shrewder than that of the likely
grand jury."
shaft at Pinos Altos, Grant county,
Arizona Republican.
which is situate upon one of the mines
of the Western Belle group, now under
"At times this paper is very much
option to the Rio Tinto Copper Com-- ; tussatisnea witn tne work our conwas
the
and
quickly
pany,
timbering
stitutional convention is doing. We
consumed, causing the shaft to cave
"" "'ere "
dle BU,C iuI
fifth
in. Workmen on the fourth and
u'uuu ".sianuu m uur uigauic
levels escaped through the under-:,ulaw ana we teel certain that because in the way of a suit, after passing
ground workings of the Aztec mine.
transThe damage is probably $5,000 and it of this no state legislature will have through a rainstorm that has
formed
the
next
suit
into
to
do
your
looking
for
mark
time
except
anything
to
some
will take
time
repair it
the next dozen years, we realize appearance of a bundle of rags, don't
inai, uie wont proaucea Dy any ooay dispair, or get mad, but send the garGOOD RESULTS ALWAYS FOLLOW
oi men. nov. ever conservative thev ments to us. In less time than you
The use of Foley Kidney Pills. They may be rei,reaentg the result of com- - think we will return you a new suit,
are upbuilding,
strengthening and promise. That constitutes both an ad- to all appearance and you will find
and pressoothing. Tonic in action, quick In re- vantage and a penalty of republican it clean and
sults. Sold by The Capital Pharmacy. government. We appreciate also the sed back into shape.And our charges
fact that the present is a very un- are low.
Rich Strike on Confidence The re fortunate and very unwholesome time
Tailor.
port of the rich strike on the Confi- in which to hold a constitutional (Julius
dence mine in the Mogollon district, convention. Our entire country Is in
Socorro county, has been confirmed by a state of great unrest The public Cor. Palace and Washington Avenues.
mining men. In sinking an additional mind is not stable. Such conditions '
depth in the old workings of this fa- must inevitably be reflected in the
mous producer, wonderfully rich ore work our convention is doing." Las
was encountered.
After an idleness Vegas Optic.
of about nine years, the Helen Mining
PLAZA BARBERSHOP
A Mistake.
Company recently resumed operations.
Things done by halves are poorly
For i9 year? the only
Beware of Ointments for Catarrh that done. Whether in constitution
class tonsorial parlor
first
jlng, or in anything else, a
Mercury.
in Santa Fe.
as mercury will surely destroy the ure is never satisfactory. For this
sense of smell and completely derange reason we regret to see that the con-thOUR NEW FITCH
whole system when entering It stitutional convention has gone only
TREATMENT
half-wain the mater of the
through the mucous surfaces. Such
is guaranteed to cure, (not only
articles should never be used except bility of county officers.
A careful consideration of the valid relieve, Dandruff, falling hair &
on prescriptions from reputable physicians, as the damage they will do reasons for excepting probate clerks other scalp irritations. We also
is ten fold to the good you can pos-- and probate judges from the provi- a
line of all the
n
that prohibits other county of-- carry complete
sibly derive from them. Hall's
and
facial
hair
tonics.
for elec popular
tarrh Cure, manufactured by F. J. fleers from being
DE LUXE QUININE & FITCH
HERPICIDE,
to
a
tion
no
&
office
for
contains
Co., Toledo, O.,
any county
Cheney
period
mercury, and is taken internally, act of four years after the expiration of
BATHS BATHS BATHS
ing directly upon the blood and mu-- : their term discloses no sound argu-cousurfaces of the system. In buy--1 ment for thus favoring the officials
Agents HUBBS LAUNDRY
ing Hall's Catarrh Cure be sure you of the probate court. It is true that Phone us, wewillbesrladtocallfor your
get the genuine. It is taken Internal- - the probate clerk is to be also the aundry on Mondays and Tuesdays
ly and made in Toledo, Ohio, by F. J. clerk of the county court, but this In and deliveron Thursdays and Fridays
itself is not a sufficient reason to
All work is guaranteed; your
Cheney & Co. Testimonials free.
socks are mended and buttons
by all druggists. Price 5c per cept him from the prohibitory clause,
sewed on you shirts, without
The probate judges and probate clerks
bottle.
extra charge.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constl-- should be put on the same basis as
other county officers or the constitu- - PHONE RED 122. PHONE RED 122.
patlon.
.

near-miracl-

WE GIVE CASH REGISTER TICKETS
ALL
CASH PURCHASES
WITH

No piece with-

IE

"I

1

Incorporated 1903

HAVE YOU SFEN THOSE

For It Cured My Baby ofltchingjor-turin- g
Eczema. First Came when
Between 3 and 4 Weeks Old. Used

j

M inter

cuncuRA

1

etc.

FOR MINCE MEAT, FRUITCAKE,

Established 1856.

'

d

EVERYTHING

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 17, 1910.

HOW HAPPY TH

nruMrummi nninip
uuhvlniiun orumo.

"The director of the census has congratulated the supervisor at Santa Fe
on the thorough manner in which his
work was done. That sounds
a
whole lot better than the strictures
made on the matter in which the work
was done elsewhere." El Paso Times

AT CLOSER ROUGE.

DRESSED OR ALIVE.
CHICKENS

daily round bp.

SANTA FE, N. M.

Phone 39

j

The Dazzling, "Colorless" Color,
The Opulent cutting and the grace of suave design.
MAY WE SHOW !T TO YOU?

S. SPITZ, Manufacturing Jeweler.

,

Yor

HP!

I

1

F.

FRANK

GORMLEY

TAXI0FR&1IST TAKNER& FURRIER
SPECIMENS OF

'

MOUNTED TRUE TO LIFE.

KINDS

ALL

HANDSOME RUGS AND ROBES

MADE

FROM COYOTE,

WILDCAT, BEAR AND WOLF SKINS.

GENERAL MERCHANDISE
PHONE
BLACK

rSANTA FE.N. M.

19

OANON
ROAD

436

"i""

1

j

g

1

MULLIGAN & RISING

i

e

Funeral Directors &
Lic3nsed Embalmers

i
i

MR. CARVER:
You won't mind Carving that bird if you have a
Carving Knife
-- .
that will "CARVE."
'
MRS. CARVER:
You'll be glad to have your friends dine with you if you have new
Knives, Forks and Spoons for the table.
.

'

v.

$

free-tainin- g

WfcVO

If it's Hardware

We have it.

'

DAY & NIGHT
PHONE
PICTURE

130

125

RED

FRAmlnG TASTEFULLY

AND

PALACE,

SATISFACTORILY

AVE

DONE

8P

u

asals

FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN

&

POTATOES and
SALT.

Retail

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE
PHONE
BLAUK

45

STOCK

RATON
YANKEE

Screened

Lump

CERRILLOS

Anthracite Coal- all Sizes, Smithirg Coal.
i.
wooa ana mnaiiDg.
oawea TTr
1

MONTEZUMA AVENUE
Near A. T. & 8. F. Depot.

Telephone

1

1

Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

85

Telephone 85

PHONE
BLACK

Shawgo s Parisian Cleaning and Dye Works
CLEAN ANYTHING SATISFACTION GUARANTEED N E W MANAGEMEN- TEQUIPMENT COURTEOUS TREATMENT- -

Muralter,

FOOD.

GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA

LEO HERSCH

w

fresh-lookin-

Sole Agents For
INTERNATIONAL

WHOLESALE

AND RETAIL

FE- -

KERR'S

45

'?
Phone
Red 132

Gentlemen's

Hats Made New.

SHAWfifi DmnloW
fl
w fl
v uiinituv)
i iipiviui

east Side
Plaza

mak-Contai-

FIRST GLASS
HICK SERVICE

SATISFACTION ASSURED

half-meas-

CORRICK'S HACK LINE Z$$fgg?r

ZTmL

Grade
Hand Bags

High

e

Bnffiies and Saddle Horses

The Finest Line in the City.

EXCLUSIVE PATTERNS
STICK PINS
BROOCHES

etc.

.

Fine Line of Jewel Boxes in Gold and Silver.
345 San

QB

Francisco Street,

YONXZ

Santa Fe

Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

Call up 'Phorie 9

s

IN FILIGREE

CHAINS,

y

N. M.

i

When in Need of Anything in the
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished
RATES RIGHT.

d

1

fOur Prescription Department

iN.fiaspir Avenn

CHAS. CLOSSON

an object lesson of precision. Not ordinary accuracy, but that
which draws conclusions with small fractions of a grain.
is

OUR METHODS INSURE THE EXACT PROPORTIONS PRESCRIBED BY THE PHYSICIAN.
IMPORTANT TO THE PATIENT.
THIS IS AN IMPORTANT THING TO THE DOCTOR-MO- RE
II

n

Pharmacy

Phone 213

Ca

d? U

3)

j

Pharmacy

THURSDAY,

NOVEMBER

17,

to be called up at the first sign of
the beginning of the festivities.
When the convention reconvened
after noon there was an air of activ- it y and nervousness about the chain- ber. Mr. Winsor, to whom the Dnnocrat on Saturday night had devoted,
the greater part of a column of edi- torial describing him as a diffuser of
hot air, rose to a question of per-sonal privilege. He read a part of
the editorial and said that he stood
neither in sorrow nor anger, but. with
a heart full of gratitude for the sig-

j

DON'T WAIT.

Take Advantage of a Santa Fe
zen's Experience Before it's

PAGE THREE.
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ABIZQN1ANS

Citi-

c

j
j

MAKERS

New Mexico Military Institute;.

j

HER

Too Late.
When the back begins to ache.
Don't wait until backache becomes
chrnnic:
Till serious kidney troubles de-- 1
They Are Tangled Up Over
velope;
Till urinary troubles destroy night's
Report of the
rest.
Judiciary
Profit by a Santa Fe citizen's experience.
Lino Romero, Palace Ave., Santa Fe,
RESENT NEWSPAPER CRITICISM
N. M., says: "I know that Doan's
claims
to
the
Kidney Pills live up
made for them. It I were not confident
Democratic Constitutional Cono this fact, I could never have been '
envention Delegates Are
this
to
my
induced
remedy
give
dorsement. There was a dull ache in
Quite Touchy
the small of my back that bothered
me and at times I was obliged to lay
(Wednesday's Arizona Republican.)
off from work for two or three days.
The judiciary was a long time
enme
Doan's Kidney Pills brought
out, but the ball was
tire relief, and the few slight attacks getting strung
finally put in play by Mr. Cunniff,
then
since
I
had
have
of backache
who said that though the majority
have quickly yielded to this remedy."
was a very broad and capasubstitute
testiMr. Romero gave the above
ble measure, he liked the district
monial in January, 1907, and when court scheme better and he moved
interviewed on June 26, 1909, he said: the
adoption of the minority report.
"I can speak as highly of Doan's Kid- He read a communication from the
ney Pills as when I publicly endorsed Northern Bar Association endorsing
them two and a half years ago. This the district court plant.
remedy always gives benefit when I
Chairman Cunningham of the judi- use iii.
,
Ant;n
muvcu 4u
CU11I1111LI.
we wuuiJuwii
KM
Clary
For sale by all dealers. Trlo
He said his
of
the
report
majority
Rnffnln
r
ceuu,
"
much time to
committee had devoted
. fna ronrf haA
sole agents for the "ttTph
New York,UDyi

DEEP

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO,

"The Ve8t Point of the Southwest.'
Army Officer.-- Detailed Ijj War Department
Armv Insoectors RA'.K Sf'HoOL IN CLASS

j

t

. ? t 'V

v

.

"A."
.'V,

:

i

j

1

i

nal prominence in which he had been
placed wholly undeservedly. Ho would
leave it to members if he had hardly
opened his head within the ' last two!
aye" or
weeks except to respond
"nay" and if he had not always made
those responses in a modest and re-- 1
tired voice.
his course in the
He defended
b
'r ' '
' i
'
earlier part of the convention in
j
I
.
H
which he said he had only tried to
fulfill his pledges.
Then Mr. Parsons took the lloor
and said that it might seem that
what the Democrat had handed to
Mr. Winsor was none of his business,
but it had been serving it hot to every
member of the convention as individ-HON. TRANQU1 LINO LABAOIE.
as a
uals and to the conventions
Delegate to the Constitutional Convention From Guadalupe County and Who
whole.
Insurged From the Democratic tothe Republican Party Two years Ago
The main text of Mr. Parsons was
the' Democrat,
the following from
"Thank God. there will never be an-Hon. Tranquliino Lahiidio, delegate nex which position he held until Janother Democratic gathering in Ari- zona like this." Mr. Parsons urged from Guadalupe countv, wus horn in uary 1. 1S!)!.
the exclusion of the detractor of (ne City o Santa Fe m xhp ,;.n av of
in ivi'i he was appointed as special
pure Democracy from the privileges Juy 1S:--4
He received his education agent, of the New York Life Insurance
States.
.
, 'gone over all points in discussion very mat naa neen accoiueu to neM,..His father Company, and canvassed as such the
gt Mk.haerg Collec
Remember
thoroughly and he raised an objection per men generally.
Hon Lorenzo Labatlio was known whole Territory, rendering fruitful
no
other,
take
to the minority report that it left
Mr. cunningnam regreuea tnai ms from Kast to
West and from Xorth to services to his company and with
too much to the legislature.
colleagues had entered upon a de-- , South all over New Mexico,
Decree in Tax Cases Judge Ira A.
having honor and credit to himself: also reJudge Wells spoke at length against fense of their conduct against the (served as sheriff of Valencia, Santa presented the
Building
Abbott has rendered a judgment iha nrnnncitiftll in tt'infl flllt the TITO charges of the Democrat.
Said he:
of Las Vegas
Loan Association
and
ten
San
Sando- Fe
and
counties
for
in
lanu
of
Miguel
owners
the
ter
in
this
economi"The
against
;bate courts It was not an
right has grown up
val county for which taxes were de- - cal plan and beside it would put the ritory fnr newsoaners to misnuote. years he also served the U. S. Gov for several years and rendered a good
linquent in 199
business of the probate court into the until now it has become a const itu- - ernment as Indian agent for twelve service
In
he was put in charge as
hands of the superior court, which tional right which we ought not to consecutive years for the Navajoes,
the Mescalero Apaches, and the Utes
r
and manager of the extry to abridge."
Wis., would necessarily neglect it.
Mr. Otto Paul, Milwaukee,
Mr. Dunbar arrived when the casti- - and .Ticarillas.
tensive tie, and merchandising affairs
Mr. Ellinwood,
says Foley's Honey and Tar is still
by the way of
Mr. Labadie has held many public of Hon. Kugenio Romero at Manzano,
more than the best. He writes us, amendment, moved that the majority gation was beginning but he did not
"All those that bought It think It is report be considered and subjected to appear to take it greatly to heart. offices which he has discharged to and Torreon, Torrance countyj for
the best for coughs and colds they (such amendments as might be agreed That is to say, there washimnot that the entire satisfaction of his consti- about IS months.
that tuents. In the year IS." he was apair of repentance about
In 1905, he was apoinled by the
ever had and I think it is still more upon.
be expected to attach to one
might
undersheriff by the lamented County Commissioners of Torrance
bad
had
a
pointed
than the best. Our baby
jrr. Cooper spoke from experience
who felt that he had been convicted Don Hilario
Romero, and was for ten county to make the transcript of
cold and it cured him in one day. as a probate judge against the minor-Pleas- of
s
wrongdoing.
months in absolute control of the she- the county records, and in the legisaccept thanks." Sold by Theiity report.
Then the convention went into the
riff's and collector's affairs, without lature of that year, aided by his perCapital Pharmacy.
judge Doe said' that he had not committee of the whole again and
1S84 during the vacation of sonal friend, the Hon. Solomon Luna,
Jbeen informed how the superior court resumed the consideration of the ma bond; in
he was appointed by Gro-ve- secured for Torrance county, although
Congress
he
but
in
worked
Washington,
plan
jority report of the judiciary bill.
as postmaster of I.as no credit was given him for that, a
Cleveland
would
Arizona
did not think that
The first section was adopted with
class office, and reduction of the county debt that was
second
a
then
profit by taking anything from that out opposition, but beyond that the Vegas,
state. As to California, he knew that convention began to get into deep served honorably in that position for to he assumed by Torrance county,
'there was much dissatisfaction there water and various phrases were va the term of four years. In 1S93 he from $35,fiii0 to $25,000; an extension
'
'
was appointed by Governor h. B of the western boundary of the. county
ito it.
ARIZONA TWO
'
In the course of his remarks he riously interpreted and instructions Prince, as Regent of the now Normal for a whole tier of townships; also
'believed that in fixing the compens- and explanations by the committee University of New Mexico, and was the transfer of the school tunds to tlie
be were asked for until Mr. Lynch was appointed by the Board of Regents amount of not less than $15,000, for
ation of judges provision should
not been made
jmade for their traveling expenses, as moved to say: "The committee is as secretary and treasurer, which po- which provision had
of Tor
jthe cost of living had been greatly prepared to furnish information but sition he held for three years with by the act creating the County
rance.
whereupon Mr. Ellinwood not comprehension."
increased,
credit.
'
In the same year 195, he removed
in
a low tone was heard to utter
However, things got to running
In 1.S90 he was appointed chief
and imsmoothly and kept on for an hour
something about the Payne-Aldric-h
and in absolute control of the 10 the County of Guadalupe,
or so when some member discovered colle(.tor-- office of San Miguel county mediately took charge and absolute
tariff law.
ofthe superior tnat sometning had Deen passed hur
Dr. Mouer favored
,
under Don Carlos Gahaldon, which management of the county clerk's
or any other which would riedly and then the committee began
'court
has
he
since
then
tsvo
for
plan
years,
he held for several months fice,
ENJOY AUTUMN BY
and has
(enable the Democrats of Maricopa revising the bill backward. Finally position
DRIVING THRU
till Mr. Gahaldon resigned, and Mr. been in the assessor's office,
a
a
new
to
of Gua- and
was
were
start
there
rolls
taken
probate
Republican
get
tax
county
made
the
every
year
the
esteemed
most
friend,
THE COUNTRY
indee out of office to which he had indications that the measure wouid Labadie's
county.
It's the best route back to nature, hpen rptnilarlv elected for ten years be disposed of by 5 o'clock. There Hon. Felix Martinez was appointed dalupe
all his life a
and will imbue new life into yourand would probably be in office for had been comparatively few amend- by the county commissioners to fill; Mr. Lahadie has been
on earth
no
re-- '
power
Democrat,
slauneh
Lahadie
Mr.
however,
mind.
wearied
The most pleasure the next ten year8 unless something ments and they were not Important the vacancy,
his
to
politics,
been
able
had
change
win ne ootamea Dy anving me
ones. Mr. Crutchfield was responsi- maining in the absolute management
radical was done.
but two years ago, realizing tnat he
office
collector's
of
the
control
and
differSTYLISH LIVERY
out
the
Mr Wood pointed
ble for the chaos that ensued. He
Mr Martinez incumbency; in had been on the wrong path for so
We can furnish you. Our horses are ence in the cost of the two proposed tried to have proposition 140, relatami wnuom
all eaual to the trio and our car-- ! systems. The superior court plan ing to minor offenders, and which 1S98 Mr. Lahadie was appointed oy many years voluntarily
influence whatever being brought
Commissioners
any
of
Board
County
the
would entail unon the taxpayers of had been unfavorably reported,
riaeres ride with ease and erace.
put
-he declared himself
Don't forget to secure your rig the territory an expense of $51,500. into the bill as an amendment. Then of San Migue county as county col- to hear upon him,
and
you can rest asa
caused
"Republican,"
by
would
fill
the
court
vacancy
to
iThe district
from us.
require amendments were piled, Ossa upon lector",
plan
to stay.
come
has
he
Martisured
that
could
Pelion. In ten minutes the muddle the resignation of Hon. Felix
an outlay of only $25,000. There
was
complete.
4
At this juncture a man in the gal$10 and costs, on a charge of fighting
310 San Francisco St. 'Phone 139 Rei. amounting to
$23,400, and still the leries
went to sleep and when he INTERNATIONAL FRACAS
and carrying concealed weapons, it
SALOON.
A
STARTS IN
total expense for district and pro- awoke an hour later the situation
of
being alleged that one or more
jbate judges would be $3,1 0T5 less than was clearer to him than it was to
knives
iwas proposed by the majority report. nine out of ten of the members on Albuquerque Residents Fight on Ac- them carried vicious looking
We Have Built Up
on their persons.
The Drohate plan had moreover the floor. During his slumbers,
of
count of Strained Relations BeThe Old Mexico Mexicans declared
proved the better one and Mr. Wood course, he could not get any more
tween Mexico and U. S.
to pay the fines on the ground of un'pointed to the numerous scandals muddled than he had been when he
which had arisen in California in the sank to rest. On the other hand the
just discrimination. The matter would
'
N. M. Nov. 17., 1910. lie taken up immediately with
the
Albuquerque,
settlement of estates.
on
members
the floor had got more
Strained diplomatic relations be Mexican ambassador at Washington.
On the other hand Mr. Kingan said than at sea.
that he had come to the convention It was after 5 o'clock that a tem- tween Mexico and the United States Last night the four New Mexicans
inclined to the district court system, porary respite was found. It was may soon occur and Judge William had been released, having paid their
but he had become convinced that agreed to send proposition 140 back Wallace McClellan of Albuquerque, fines and costs. The trio of foreigners were still in jail. At last reports
the superior court plan was the best to the legislative committtee and have may be called upon to make a hurried
to Washington in the near fu the ambassador nor any of the Mexilas well as the cheapest.
it licked into the shape of an amend- journey
The committee finally decided in ment to the judiciary bill as a juve- ture, all as the result of a situation can consuls had come to their aid.
which has evolved because of a street
favor of the majority report and an nile court provision.
Booze Responsible.
fight on South Second street Tuesday
adjournment was taken until 2 o'clock
between the New Mexitrouble
The
When
been
had
Louis
this
to
agreed
night, in which Margarito Quire,
when something else broke into the
Mexico citizens' TuesOld
the
and
can
the committee without evil intent, of Bravo and Francisco Mendoza, ot urn
monotony of the proceedings.
is the first to be recorded
to
night
act
commit
an
day
course,
Pedro
Manuel
conspired
Campos,
and
Mexico,
Resentful Members.
reis a crime against the laws of Gutierrez, Jose Montoya and Casimiro in Albuquerque or vicinity as the cerIt had been rumored in the morn- - that
our Paint business ty givmg only the
in
excitement
recent
the
of
sult,
this
to
were
It
S.
A.,
territory.
report Chavez, of New Mexico, U.
agreed
at
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switch naa Deen
best grades for a reasonable price. 1
tain parts of Texas and Old Mexico.
for the Arizona Demo- - progress, and the records of the sec- the belligerents.
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,
pickle
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U
can
Pain
reliable. It;
It is believed that booze was largely
of our
Every
criticism8 ot the conven. retary are so falsified.
Just how the trouble happened and
and
is made of the best White Lead and
responsible for the local fight
haye been characteristically free
just when diplomatic relations began that there will be no recurrence of the
colors, giv ng a uniform
It was FOUR MILLION DOLLARS IN
hn
to be strained, no one seems to be trouble.
The Old Mexico Mexicans
coat and spreading easily ana smooth- - understood that Dunbaresque.
Mr. Parsons had been
BONDS TO BE ISSUED. able to tell. According to admissions
and
or
living in and around AlThese
streaks
without
spots.
ly
to
the gvitch
eected
made by parties on both sides, it be- working
a rule, attend to their
as
colors will not fade in the sun, and
Mr Dunbar had heard of the machi. Saint Louis, Brownsville and Mexico gan to happen in or near Zanone's sa- buquerque
and do not look
own
business
strictly
they cover a large surface. One coat;natlons
had
hig enemies and he
loon at 8:30 Monday. Considerable for
Railroad to Extend Line and
of any kind.
excitement
.
any
of our Paint is as good as two of other mntk
fikin.
thfi
o
" 1'nr(sapt
whisky had been sloughed off by both
Buy New Equipment.
kinds.
ning. He waited impatiently about
parties, it Is said, but the Old Mexico
Mexithe galleries until nearly noon and
the New
and
Mexicans
San Antonio, Texas, Nov. 17. Re
men wem aown town, leaving wuiu
cans, while they kept their feet on
quest Is filed with the railroad com the same bar rail, remained at oppomission of Texas by the Saint Louis,
site ends of the mahogany. Between
Palace.
Brownsville &. Mexico railroad, which
drinks timely topics were discussed,
Mr.
Mrs.
J. H. Sturman, Kansas
and
traverses the Gulf coast country, to the conversation naturally drifting toTHE
CO
issue four million dollars in additional ward the present situation between City; C. I. Peterson, Denver; D. W.
A. Mennett,
bonds, two million dollars of this the United States and Mexico. The Lusk, East Las Vegas;
A. Mann, AlEdward
Las
Sr.,
Vegas;
amount
to
new
to
NEW
he used
MEXICO
purchase
SPRINGER,
hombres from the sister
republic
R. M. Harrison, Denver;
equipment and Improve the" road of talked about it among themselves and buquerque;
Offers irrigated lands in tracts of all sizes, raw lands,
the line. An equal amount will be the citizens of New Mexico told each R. O. Rodolf, Wichita, Kas.
under ditch, $40 00 to 75 00 per acre, under cultivation
Claire.
used to build 57 miles of new railroad.
other what they thought about the afand highly improved, 860.00 to S175.00 per acre. These are
J. B. Rusk, Chama; Mrs. Y. C Rain-ner- ,
be
to
remarks
fair.
began
Finally
ideal homes ready for you.
Hutchinson, Kas.; S. G. Mans,
TEXAS HAS BANNER
passed between the two aggregations. Mountainair; Fred H. Ayers, Estan-cia- ;
REPUBLICAN
COUNTY.
to
acre
man.
Mexico
to
a
New
$20.00
$5.00
Then according
Dry Farming Lands,
per
Mrs. M. Jarago, Kansas City; A.
one of the Old Mexico men shouted
We are prepared to locate settlers on gov- tANOHES,
RANCHES.
St. Paul; F. Gallagher, Sioux
17.
Kramer,
Nov.
Returns
Oustin,
Texas,
LARGE
enterLAROB
This
ernmentland. We have Irrigation
"Viva Republique Mexicano."
AND
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from Zapata county have been receivprises, needlnK capital. Moueynd mea are
City; Frank Woods, Denver; M. 0.
effect
an
instantaneous
hand
:
shout
:
SMALL
us.
SMALL.
;
invited tocorrespond with
St.
Barela. Trinidad: Simon Falls,
ed and show that for the second time
the effect was, no one
IF YOU NEED ANYTHING IN NEW MEXICO, LET US HEAR FROM YOU,
W. H. Booth, M. C
Mo.;
the entire vote of the county has been Just what
Joseph,
to
seems to know. The first outsider
Swark, A. Stanton, Albuquerque; Edgiven to the Republican ticket. Zaarrive was Policeman Pablo Lujan,
pata county cast 509 votes in the elec who had been awakened from a sound ward E. Von Buchon, Bonne Terre,
Mo.; J. A. Thorn, Bristol, Wis.
tion and every one of them was cast
sleep by the uproar. "With a gun in
for J. O. Terrell.
Gregg.
Luclub
in
the
a
and
other,
Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Coode, Spokane;
Two years ago the county cast a one hand
and
on the belligerents
W. J. Appleton, Theodore Van Brun-er- ,
solid vote for Taft for President. The jan advanced
waded in. When he emerged from
Denver; George Curry, Tularosa;
county is situated in the lower Rio
he was all there and in A. B. McDonald, Pinos Wells.
Grande valley, on the border and is the battle,
men
seven
more
had
seconds
Coronado.
said to hold the record as the banner sixty
walking toward the police station.
Antonio Anaya, Donaciano Angel,
Republican county In the country.
court,
Yesterday morning in police
Oalisteo; John Anderson, N. Giggins,
Lumber and all kinds
Lump, nut
Acting Police Judge McClellan heard Albuquerque.
HEXAMETHYLENETETRAMINE
seven stories. The stories told
of building material
the
mine run coal
Is the name of a German chemical,
the New Mexicans were similar,
one of the many valuable ingredients by
A HOUSEHOLD MEDICINE.
while, the stories of the Mexicans talYARD. ON HICKOX STREET, NEAR
To be really valuable must show
of Foley's Kidney Remedy.
lied also. But both factions declared
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL; DEPOT.
is recognized by the other faction was all wrong. Fin- equally good results from each memof the family using It. Foley's
medical text books and authorities as
ally Judge McClellan decided that he ber
Phone Red 100
a uric acid solvent and
for would fine the four New Mexicans Honey and Tar does just this. Whethphone Red 100
the urine. Take Foley's Kidney Rem- $5 and costs for fighflng In the streets er for children or grom persons Fo- edy promptly at the first sign ot kid- and raising a disturbance. The Old nv'o Unncv and To, fa Vinct anil Ha f no t
;
ney trouble and avoid a serious mal- Mexico prisoners, the judge declared; for all coughs and colds. Sold by The
would be compelled to pay a fine of Capital Pharmacy.
ady. Sold br The Capital Pharmacy.
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Through Academic course, preparing young
men for college or for tiusltie-- s life. Great
asnount of open air work. Heaitl,lfst location
of any Military School in the Union. Located
jo th beautiful Pecos Valley the garden
? 700
pnt of the West it ar e'evatlec of
foet atioe sea level, sunshine e vcrv iay. t,ut
line rain or sno-- during session.
Eleven Ofilcers.and Inotructors. U gr(iu-ate- s
Tec
from stardard eastern collesres
t)ulidi:it;s, thoroughly furnlfhed. hea'.nd. light
ed and modern lr all respects.
5RE(iKNTS- - K. A. Cahoon, PresMenV; W
Ci, Hamlifou. Vice 1'reslrter,;; J. Phelps White,
Treasurer; W. M. AtHlbsm, Secretary, and W
A FlLlay
l;t.strat-rtIOrne
,"'Fnr particulars hui
adlress..
COU JA3. W. WILLSON.
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Superintendent.
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South-Wester-
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30 H. P.

$1,500

book-keepe-

We repair and care for all makes
GASOLINE AND SUPPLIES.
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Palace Ave.
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The kind that grows with your library
that
that wii! fit practically any space
can be moved one unit at a time by one
person without disturbing the booksthat is
practical, artistic, and the only perfect sectional

,1,,,-ine-

wilims

roller- bookcase made. Fitted with
without
with
or
furnished
units
base
bearing doors ;
drawers; and all made in a variety of woods and
finishes adapted to any surroundings. Call and
see them or send for catalog 105 with interior
views showing arrangement jn.library ,parlor, etc
non-bindin-
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New Mexican Printing Company
Sole Agents, Sar- - fn, New Mexico.
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Rtdbbe Stamps j

well-groun- d

j
t

Charles W. Dudrow

n.

WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE SAME THINO
FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF YOUR BUSINESS, REMEMBER A RUBBER STAMP WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT
DEAL OF TIME.
BUSY PEOPLE ARE USING RUBBER
STAMPS MORE NOW THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY
SAVE TIME, AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS

.t

.

HOTEL ARRIVALS

j

PRICE-LIS-

Inches ong
I6t
Stamp, not over 2
Each additional line on same stamp, 10c.
One-lin- e
and not over 3 2 Inches long
20e.
Stamp, over 2
Each additional line on stamp, 15a.
One-linand not ov er 5 Inches long
2Se.
Stamp, over 3
Each additional line on same stamp, 20c
One-lin- e
I5e.
Stamp, over 5 Inches long, per Inch
Each additional tine, same price.
(Curved lintj on Stamp count as two lines.)
Borders of all shapes, under 3 inches long way, 25c extra.
Larger sizes at proportionate prices.
Inch Inch in tlzo, we charge for one
Where type used is over one-ha- lf
f
Inch or fraction.
line for each

C. E. HARTLEY REAL ESTATE

One-lin- e

&

e

one-hal-

DATES, ETC.
.
Local Dater any town and. date for
In
and
Dater
month, day
year
Ledger
Regular line Dater
Deflnance Model Band Cstsr
Signature, Rubber Stamp and Wood Cut
Pearl Check Protector
8TAMP
PADS.
25 cents; 2
10 cents; 2x3 4, 15 cents; 2
t
75 cents.
15 cents; 3
14, 50 cents; 4
ADDMESS
FOR TYPE 8PECIMENS

COAL YARD

Fac-Sml- le

and

K DELGAD0, Mgr.

1

W

St
35

1.M
1.50
5

SELF-INKIN-

anti-septi- c

THOMAS

2

.

EUGENIO ROMERO

LUMBER

T

I
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co and Colorado should stand together against federal interference, each
using its own waters in its own way;
and adjusting in the courts any difficulties that may arise."
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1-- 2

Capital Stock
Profits
Undivided
and
Surplus

4

2

$150,000
SO.000
i

2

2

2

Non-Miner-

cj

2

5
cj

2

4

5
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4

5
5
i

4

4

1-- 2
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2

transacts a general banking btissinass in all its tranche.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and coHateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets far its customer.
Buys and el!

domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer
of money to all parts of the civilized world on as libera1, terms
as are jriven by any money transmiting; agency pub'.ic or
private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of three
per cent per annum, on six months' r years' time. Liberal
HvesJcck an3 products,
advances made on consignments
The bank executes ail orders of its patrons in the banking line,
and aims to extend to them as liberal treatment in al! respects.
as is consistent with safety and the principles ti sout.d bank-- 2
ing. Safety deposit boxes for reat. The patronage of the
nubiic is resecfviUy solicited.
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PALACE HOTEL
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2

2

the Best Hotels

One of

2

Cuisine and
Table Service
Unex celled

the West

in

Large Sample
Room

for

Com-

mercial Travelers

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

WASHINGTON AVENUE

1-- 4

4

1-- 2

There Is a Room Ready For Yon At

2

2

ATTORNEYS AT LAW

sheet

Teachers' Term Register, full sheet
Contract between Directors and Tea-

PAUL A. F. WALTER

....

sheet.
chers,
sheet
Oaths of School Director,
of
Certificate of apportionment
sheet.
School Funds,
Contract for Fuel, 4 sheet.
Teachers' Monthly Report, 4 sheet.
District Clerks' Annual Report,

Attorney-at-La-

Santa Fe,

4

New Mexics

4

Mining and Land
-

Blanks.

Land Office

Homestead Entry,

Attorney-at-La-

-

It has bsen completely renovated
and every room is steamheated
with hot and cold water, and a bath
can be had any time you order it.

sheet.

WILLIAM McKEAN
-

THE BEST TO BE FOUND IN SANTA FE

2

Attorneys-at-La-

Taos,

The lair Hot!

4

Chas. R. Easley.
Chas. F. Easley,
Estancla.
Santa Fe.
EASLEY & EASLEY,

.s'ec

'

ri

2

fr

s

n

i

Mining Blanks.
Lodge No
Additional and Amended Location
1, A. F. & A. M. Reg
communication! Certificate,
mar
sheet.
first Mondiy of ea.cS
sheet.
Agreement of Publisher,
Proof of Labor,
sheet.
iji month a Masonic na)
Notice of Mining Location,
sheet
ill l.uU J. Hi.
H. H. LORMAN,
Title Bond and Lease of Mining
sheet.
Acting Master
Property,
Placer Mining Location,
sheet
ALAN K. McCORD, Secretary.
Title Bond of Mining Property,
Santa Fe Chapter No. 1. sheet.
R. A. M.
Regular con
sheet.
Mining Deed.
vocation second Monday oi
sheet.
Mining Lease.
month
Masonic
at
each
Coal Declaratory Statement,
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
sheet.
8. G. CARTWRIGHT, H. P
Coal Declaratory Statement with
KTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
Af
Power of an Attorney,
fidavit and Corroborating
Santa Fe Commander No Affidavit,
sheet.
1, K. T. Regular conclav
Notice of Right to Water,
sheet
fourth Monday In eaclForfeiture or Publishing Out of
"S? month at Mfronic Hall
i
sheet.
Notice.
7:30 p. m.
2
sheet.
Affidavit of Assessment.
J. A. MASSIE. E. C.
Stock Blanks.
W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
Bill of Sale Animals Hearing Ven
sheet.
dor's Recorded Brand,
1
No.
Perfection
fcanta Fe Lodge of
Bill of Sale, in Books of 25 Blanks,
L4th degree. Ancient and Acceptor
40c per book.
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meew
Bill of Sale Animals not Bearing
on the third Monday o each monts
sheet.
at 7: SO o'clock in the evening in Vendor's Recorded Brand,
Bill of Sale Range Delivery, 14
Plaza
of
side
south
Masonic Hall,
sheet
Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are cor
Bill of Sale,
sheet
dially invited to attend.
Authority to Gather, Drive and
JOHN W. MAYES, 32.
Venerable Master Handle Animals Bearing Owner's Recorded Brand,
sheet
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32.
Authority to Gather, Drive and
Secretary.
Handle Animals Not Bearing Owner'
sheet.
Recorded Brand,
B. P. O. E.
Contrato de Partido,
pliego.
Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. E.
Escritura de Renuncla,
pliego.
aolds its regular session on the sec
Documento Garantizado.
pliego.
ond and fourth Wednesday of each
month. Visiting brothers are invited
Hipoteca de Bienes Muehles,
A. J. FISCHER,
and welcome.
pliego. .
Exaltefi Ruler
J. D. SENA,
Documento de Hipoteca,
pliego.
extensa
Documento
Garantizado,
Secretary.
forma entera, full sheet.
Certificado de Matrimonio, 10c cada
Knights of Pythias.
Santa Fe Lodge No. 2, Knights oi uno.
sheet.
Pythias. Regular meeting 1st and 35
Replevin Bond,
Tuesdays in month at 8 o'clock In I
Execution Forcible Entry and De
Visit
O. O. F. hall, San Francisco St.
sheet.
tainer,
ing Knight's invited to attend.
sheet
Subpoena,
AUGUST REINGARDT, C. C.
J. P. Complaint, '.A sheet
JOHN K. STATJFFER. K. R. 8
4
sheet.
Capias Complaint,
Search Warrant,
sheet
School Blanks.
sheet.
Enumeration Form,
sheet.
Teachers' Certificate,
Contract for School Teacher,

B. FtAD, Casbiei.
EcKISE, Assistant Cashier.
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GREAT ATTRACTION.
The
one
hundred delegates to the
Postoffice.
Kntered
Second Class .Matter at the Santa Fe
constitutional convention when they
$3.50 scatter to their homes next week,
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily, six months by mail ..
"
will, it is hoped, carry with them many
Daily per week. by carrier
"
73
pleasant impressions of Santa Fe, an
Daily, per month, by carrier
1.00 ancient and
six months
6." Weekly,
long neglected city, that
Daily, per month, by mail
50 despite many handicaps and lack of
7.00
quarter
Weekly,
per
mail
by
year,
Daily, per
wealth is steadily striving to modern
ize itself, without losing its
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
charm. Among its attractions many
The Xew McLean is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico. It is sent to delegates will remember the Palace
every postoflice in the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation of the Governors with its archaeological and historic treasures, with its
among the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.
beginnings for a great Museum, with
its mural paintings absolutely unique
It is to be regretin the southwest.
u
7.e
ted that time permitted but few of
the delegates to visit the wondertruthfulness of their informants. A ful cliff dwellings just twenty miles
A VAIN APPEAL.
west ot tne city, to arive over tne
haro
,4.ii,.
The Democratic liisbee Daily Re--!
miles and mile? of roads that inter-ot
a
a
as
much
policeman
standing
iew and the Douglas Daily Interna- jtontir,-mm,vM a faiw sect the great Pajarito park and which
tional, have joined the Republican arregt o. & postmaster who delivers are lined with thousands of caves and
press of Arizona in their appeals to
a wrong mrtv A news communal dwellings occupied in prelpi..,.
One phase of the
the damagogues who control the Ari- - paper holds an official position to the historic times.
summer
retrace .,.,1.1;,,
zona convention to halt, to
,ls miu.h as the lawver to work that has been done this
their steps and to eliminate the social-- ! his ,.ijc.Ilt, and a lawyer is exempt among these fascinating and mysteri- istic, unconstitutional features theyjrom punishment for what he may ol,s ruins, is reviewed as follows by
in KOod faith, and even in bad the Denver Republican:
have already incorporated in the
"In New Mexico, among the won- zona fundamental law and which will faith, to the jury or in court regard- derful
or
is
he
man
is
of
the
in
prehistoric ruins in Frijoles
the
result
the
prosecuting
ing
rejection
certainly
Officials are exempt irom canon, mere nas oeeu conuucieu somedocument bv President Tat't not. per- - opposing.
official thing absolutely unique in science an
haps, because he wants to, but be- personal prosecution for their
cause under the constitution and the acts even where such official act may outdoor school of archaeology. The
Archaeology
work an injustice, or cause great dam- - School of American
law he must do so. Says
It is as easy for a newspaper which has established quarters in the
ago.
Review? and it must be remembered
to
mistaken as it historic Palace of the Governors at
that it is a Democratic paper appeal- is be conscientiously
a legislator or constitution Santa Fe, and which has been carry- for
ing to a Democratic convention:
maker to utter a libel unintentionally ing on the work of exploration in the
"It is not too late for the delegates on the floor of the convention.
rijoles canon ruins, has conducted
to the Arizona constitutional convenschool. The students
Some people seem to think they tne outdoor
tion to reconsider the recall proposi- prove their own
being have been Slven every opportunity
by
brilliancy
tion and by eliminating the thing en- able to point out errors in a newspa- - for research on the spot. There have
tirely from the constitution thus per. Every one makes mistakes in been formal lectures, informal excur-hi- s
at night
make statehood certain for the near
profession, but with most people sl(ms among the nuns, and
been campfire symposiums,
future and that too, without depriving onlv the boss knows about it. The there
the people of Arizona of "the newspaper man's mistakes are spread " whifh the interested students have
recall out for all the world to see. The con- - eagerly taken part. A few years ago
to put the
opportunity
law. But ditions of newspaper making demand ,ne ruins of northern New Mexico
into
their fundamental
Now
now that it be done at high pressure. If were practically unknown.
statesmen
will
accidental
leaders in the editor went at nis task with the they a attracting the attention of
the radical
following
and extreme caution manifested by the scientists from all parts of the world,
see
to
be
Phoenix
able
The outdoor school idea, which
realize what they are being led into lawyer when he writes a will there
- fol(is the thrilling
story of ancient
writmuch
to
do
be
time
not
before it is too late? The recall, as
realize what in- - Peoples under the very eyes of
already tentatively agreed to in the ing. And few people
eIlts is "niiue and fine. It has been
pains even under existing con- convention, will put an end to our
so far compared with that outdoor school
to
avoid
error
taken
are
ditions
unstatehood hopes for the present
possible. The bulk of the mistakes established by the great Agassiz,
less the people of Arizona should put as
are
the result of inaccurate informa- - whicn Iasted but a short time, owing
their own seal of condemnation on the tion
to the death of its founder, but which
given to reporters
constitution and thus prevent its dis
i
"l """"
to the next
to
be
bill
is
A
presented
men now eminent m science. That so
approval in Washington. The people
.naitv
Mnhi
of Arizona want statehood a great
an interest is being kindled in
who mislead newspapers for lepp
the
deal more, than they want the recall or persons
ruins of the southwest
prehistoric
of
their own selfish ends. The object
is a matter for congratulation.
the initiative and referendum, in any this
The
to severely punish men
is
step
of the summer school of
form, though by their votes they ev- and women who knowingly give in- camp-firein the lonely canon of the
inced a strong desire for direct legis- correct news to
newspapers, and sev- - archaeology
lation. But were the people called on ere
iu
For
be
will
provided.
penalties
ny seasons to come, and the school
today to vote on statehood without the instance, if some smart Aleck joker
the Mesa
initiative and referendum or no state gives a wedding announcement to a --S,holl,d hve brances
any other places in the
hood at all, they would say give us paper and it proves incorrect a pen- r? a"d
haVe t0
long been
statehood and self government. When alty of thirty days in jail will be pro- - IZ?Z
Arizona once becomes a state tlie peo vided for the person who willfully
ple will then be commissioned to pro- gave out the misinformation that is,
FREE ADVERTISING.
vide such government as they desire, if such information was known to the
but under the provisions of the enab person to be incorrect or was given
The columns of the New Mexican
ling act under which the constitution out with malicious intent. Again, for- have been of ,ate uged very freely fQr
al convention is now being held, some a person who furnishes misinforma- the advertisements of concerts, dance
care should be taken to see that noth tion to a newspaper which leads to receptions, suppers and all kinds of
libel a penalty of one year in the entertainments for
ing is inserted which will give excuse nnni'tnlitinmr
church, lodge and
H'ill ho 1nVrtTM fl Oil
for turning down the constitution in iJr".
charitable purposes. In dollars and
V1UL1UU.
the space would have cost the
Washington. This thing of flying in
there can be no real freedom cents,
the face of President Taft with a con of But
'
is
the press, until a newspaper
stitution more radical and filled with
out in meet- - forms of amusement many thousand
to
the
speak
right
given
more issues and freaks than the Okladollars. As in a parable of old, where
ing as long as its intentions are not the
homa constitution means defeat of treasonable
question is aked: "Where are
or malicious and it argues
statehood for which our people have in good faith from premises it be- the other nine?" only one of every ten
e
has as much as thanked the newsprayed and fought for twenty-fivlieves to be true.
paper for its liberality, and the New
years. To do this will bring upon the
now
forMexican at times deemed itself
bonehead constitution makers,
CORRECT.
ENTIRELY
NOT
controlling in Phoenix, the wrath of
The Rocky Mountain News mis tunate if it escaped illiberal criticism
the territory. The excuse given by states New Mexico's position as to or censure for the manner the free
the radicals in the convention that the
controversy over the waters of vertisement was worded or displayed,
people want it, will be found to have the Rio Grande, the Pecos and their or because it did not. happen to be
as some one
no support behind it. Tuo people do tributaries. New Mexico in no man- - exactly as many-linenot want a recall which would submit ner or form objects to the Engle or else's entertainment was given. The
the correctness of a court decision on the Carlsbad project; nor does it de- - city is growing so rapidly of late, the
a question of law to the body of the sire to grant to any other applicant entertainments for charitable and
are multi-usewould be utterly one drop of the water appropriated,
purposes
people who.
whether
and needed in the Mesilla or in plying noticeably that the New Mex-thto
say
incompetent
Carlsbad
If
correct.
was
valleys. Those are lcan finds ltself constrained to place
the decision
conventhe
in
prior rights and must be respected- a imit upon free advertising. It will
the radicals
comers do not get an- ,10t eiiminate it
tion, who seem to have only one idea even if later
altogether, it will still
New g.ye q
and that to ride the back of labor into other drop of water. But what
ltg . gpace free,y but u has
.
is
the
Mexico objects to,
flnv nll rh!lr,tanle
office, persist in doing that which
policy that would tie up waor entertainment shall be
threatens statehood, one consolation manger
enterprise
ters that never reach Carlsbad or the limited to three "free
will result; if we lose statehood we
puffs", of an
dam site, or that are not need
of three hundred words,
will also be rid of those who brought Engle
ed for the Mesilla and Carlsbad val- - aggregate
lines- - which atuthe
about the sacrifice of
levs. Therefore, the following in the makinS
Oi liHC v.littl &t
UL t,0
IrtLC
IClll
by their refusal to heed the advice and News, is
l"
arguing from wrong prem the Minor
counsel of those who think more of ises:
City Topics, would be equal
to a donation of $12.50. Beyond that,
statehood than they do of opportunity
New Mexico finds that her irriga- aggrandize- flri nrAlo(ia libo tllACft tf PnlnmHn. it will be compelled to charge adver- for personal political
ment. This paper has for many years are in
tisin& rates, unless in case of the in- danger from the bureaucratic
Democratic
of
the
of a program. The New Mex- battles
sertion
the
fought
management of the reclamation serv- party and it is a matter of regret that ice. All pending claims for water lean will also insist that such notices,
it cannot now follow the Democratic rights on the Pecos river have just and all notices of meetings, be sent
majority in the constitutional conven- been rejected by the territorial en- - in, legibly written, preferably
n
on the ground that the recla-- . written. Taking notices oyer the
tion; to follow the radical demagogues who have been clothed, with brief
service has already appropri-- ; phones has led to so many mistakes
prominence and power in the conven- ated.more than twice the water in the and so many complaints, that it will
tion would be to abandon the fight for stream for use in the Carlsbad reser- - be abrogated as far as the New Mex- statehood now at a time when conser- Vjit.
ican is concerned. Many newspapers
"At the late jnisnamed irrigation nave cut out free notices altogether
vative and sane action in the formation of our fundamental law would put congress at Pueblo, New Mexico seem-- , DUt the New Mexican desires to con
the star of old Arizona on old glory ed to be lined up solidly for the pre - tlnue to give a reasonable amount of
in time to record the vote of Arizona tensions of the reclamation service, publicity free of charge, to all charit- to able
for Judson Harmon or some other and left Colorado and California
undertakings.
of
battle
the
Dementerprise
private
the
warn
fight
1912.
We
in
Democrat
Mexi
New
best
as
Now,
might.
conventhey
ocrats of the constitutional
The Santa Fe Employes' Magazine
come home to roost
tion that their stubborn determination co's chickens have
not seem altogether for November is a splendid number.
to follow self will and self aggrandi- and she does
the way they have grown. (The place of nonor is given to a
zement and sacrifice Arizona's chance pleased at
has a noble sound ly illustrated biography of Kit
control'
for statehood will not meet with pubapplied to someone else's prop-- ! son, whose name is so intimately
lic approval."
but it isn't so pleasant when itjnected with Santa Fe and Taos. From
the pages of the magazine also loom
stops you from using your own.
THE FREEDOM OF THE PRESS.
"The News has no hesitation in re- - the well known features of Colonel
The constitution of New Mexico peating the statement often made in Ralph E. Twitchell, the cut being
columns before; that the pres- - companted by a brief biography. There
will guarantee the freedom of the
and
of the reclamation is also a Drier story oi tne narrow
nretensiona
ent
one
farther,
step
It
goes
press.
Fe
will permit the newspaper accused of service are not only lawless and ab gauge railroad that the Santa
libel to plead the truth m defense, surd, but that they are doing more to built from Deming to Silver City and
thus doing away, as far as the new check irrigation than the previous which was changed to standard gaugeo
state is concerned, with the old saw good work of that service has done in 1885. There are a number of beau-twhich says that the greater the truth
help it. The development of the tiful poems to the memory of the late
the greater the libel. But the truth whole San Luis valley is held up on J. E. Hurley and a lot of other literary
must be published In epod faith, be account of a fantastic project at Ele- - material of special interest to the
fore it can be pleaded as a defense in phant Butte. The San Luis valley is people of the southwest In general
a suit for libel. The New Mexican be barred from nutting its own money and the Santa Fes employes in parlieves, that the new state through its into irrieatine its own lands with itslticular.
legislature, should he ever more lib- own waters, in order that the recla
eral in protecting newspapers against mation service, at some distant date, The population of Maine is anbeing mulcted for damages. Good may put the money of the United nounced to be 742,371, a gain of only
faith and lack of malice should be States treasury Into irrigating lands 6.9 per cent in ten years as against
sufficient defense against a suit for in Mexico with the same waters. New the increase of 68 per cent that New
libel. In the hurry of getting out a Mexico stood for the economic and Mexico has made. In another ten
daily newspaper unintentional mis- political monstrosity at the irrigation ' years, New Mexico will have passed
congress. We are glad she has aban - Maine and probably all other New
takes are bound to occur;
mpntR are aDt to be made, because ed - doned it now. even though her con- - England states except Massachusetts
itor and reporter,, may rely on the version comes a hit late. New Mexi- - and Connecticut
..
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L'aw.

sheet- -

2

Affidavit,

Non-Miner-

New Mexico.

Prices European Plan, $100

1-- 2

sheet.
Proof, Testimony of Witness,
E. C. ABBOTT
full sheet.
Attorney-at-Laof
Claimant,
Proof, Testimony
Practice ,n the District and Sn
full sheet.
Prompt and careful
preme Courts.
Desert Land Entry, Declaration of
attention given to al! business.
full sheet
Applicant,
Mexice
New
Santa Fe,
Deposition of Witness,
sheet.
C. W. G. WARD
full sheet.
Yearly Proof,
District
Territorial
Attorney
sheet
Final Proof.
Foi- San Miguel and Mora Counties
sheet.
Contest
Notice,
New Mexico
Las Vegas,
Affidavit to be filed before contest,

....

J C. DIGNE0,

Up

Proprietor.

2

1-- 2

2

1-- 2

G. W, PRICHARD

sheet

Affidavit of Contest Against

Non- -

sheet
Resident Entryman,
Attorney and Consellor-at-LaPractice in all the District Courts
Notice of Intention to make final
to
cases proof,
and gives special attention
sheet
before the Territorial Supreme Court.
Additional Entry,
sheet
Office: Laughlin Blk Santa Fe, N. M.
320 Homestead Entry,
1-- 2

2

We Are

PULL COURSE MEALS PROM NOON ON.
in at .1 nYlnw
rict a lint
If vnr rtrftn 1U
win ran
11
U
VUU
Ut V V UlUVfl
JVU UlVJf

T

KOW

Serving

Vl

JVU

11

VI

supper ready to eat and yon will not have to
Our Increasing patronage Is the
wait.
best proof that we merit yours.

THE HOTEL CORONADO

G.LDPE HERRERA
Proprietor

2

1-- 2

sheet

HOLT & SUTHERLAND

Small Holding Proof, Affidavit of Ap
plicant, full sheet
sheet.
Relinquishment,
sheet
Township Plats,
Township Plats, full sheet
General Blanks.
Bond for Deed,
sheet.
Bond of Indemnity, 2 sheet
sheet.
Bond, General Form,
Certificate of Marriage, 75c per doz.
Official Bond,
sheet
Notice of Sale Under Foreclosure
of Mortgage, full sheet
Application for License, 2 sheet
Retail Liquor License.
sheet
Notice of Conveyar-ce- ,
sheet.
Certificate of Election,
sheet
Report of the Assessors, full sheet
sheet.
Deed, City of Santa Fe,
Deed, City of Santa Fe, full sheet
Application for Marriage License,

Attorneys-at-La-

Practice i" the District Courts as
well as before the Supreme Court of
'Jie territory.
New Mexice
Las Cruces,

RATES tt.00 A DAY AND UP

1-- 4

Gregg's Peerless Hotel

1-- 2

RENEHAN & DAVIES
E. P. Davlei
A. B. Renehan
Attorneys at Law.
Practices in the Supreme and
Courts. Minng and Land Law a
specialty. Office in Catron Block.
New Mexico
Santa Fe

1--

1-- 2

Dis-cri-

2

2

EDWARD C. WADE

2

Practice in the Supreme and Dis
trict Courts of the Territory, in the
Probate Court and before the U. S.
Surveyor General and U. S. Land
-

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

The only first class Hotbi In Santa Fe, with hot and cold water In
every room, and with bath on every floor the finest & best CAFE In
the City In connection with Hotel.! First class service guaranteed,
Nice sample room on first floor, Special attention given to traveling
men, Give us a trial If you want; first classservlce,
Oorner of Water Bt.
and Don 0 as par Ave.

WM. GREGG Pp- -

2

sheet

2

-

EUROPEAN PLAN

2

Attorney-at-La-

Offices.
Las Cruces

ALL MODERN CONVENIENCES

1-- 2

New Mexico

Certificate of Birth,
Certificate of Death,
Butchers' Shipping

R. W. WITTMAN

Drafts hum
Copies furnished of records on file
In the TJ. S. Surveyo" General's Offlc
- New Mexico
Santa Fe.

1--4
1--4

sheet.
sheet.
Notices,

,
1-

New and Complete Line of Dress Goods

-

sheet

Promissory Notes 25c per pad
Receipts, 25c per pad.
Cost Bond,
sheet
Letters of Guardianship,
sheet.
Guardian's Bond and Oath,
sheet
Letters of Administration,
sheet.
Administrator's Bond and Oath,
4

2

PROBERT & COMPANY

DRESS SILK, TRIMMINGS, etc
TAILOR MADE SUITS
EVERYTBING IN

WEARING APPAREL

E

2

Investments

FOR HER AND FOR HIM.

2

Lands, Mines, Bonds & Stocks.
Money Loaned for Investors,
We have for sale general stocks if
Merchandise, Retail Lumber Tard and
other Business Opportunities throughout Taos county.
Bank References Furnished.
New Mexico
Taos

1--2

sheet

Letters Testamentary,
sheet.
Declaration in Assumpsit.
sheet.
Declaration in Assumpsit, on Note
Satisfaction of Mortgage,
sheet
sheet.
Assignment of Mortgage,
sheet
Lease,
Lease of Personal Property, 12

2

ADOLF

SELIGMAN DRY GOODS

CO

a

2
2

I

1-- 2

a

STANDLEY G. SMALL, PH. G. M.
Physician & Surgeon.
'
Office 117 Palace Ave.
Hours: 11:00 a. m. to 12:20 p.
2 to 3 p. m., and by appointment.
Residence 225 Hillside Ave.
Phone Red 43.
JOHN K. STAUFFER
Notary Public
Office with the New Mexican Print
ing Compaiy.
- New Mexiw
Santa Fe,

-i

sheet

Chattel Mortgage, 2 sheet
Warrant to Appraisers, full sheet
Power of Attorney,
sheet
Renewal ot Chattel Mortgage,
2

1-- 2

sheet

Replevin Writ, 4
Replevin Affidavit,
1--

1-- 4

sheet.

Peace Proceedings, Complaint
sheet.
sheet
Warrant,
sheet.
Commitment,
Attachment Affidavit,
t
Bond, 4 sheet
Attachment Writ,
sheet
Attachment Summons as Garnishee
sheet,
sheet.
execution,
sheet.
Summons,
Certificate of Brand.
sheet
sheet
Sheep Contract,
Justice of the Peace Blank,
Appeal Bond. 2 sheet
4

4

ll

Express Fotttaraer

sheet

4

TO AND FROM HOSWELL.
Connection made with Automobile
line at Vaughn for RoswelL daily,
Automobile leaves Vaughn for Roswell at 8:30 a. m. and arrives at Ros-weat 3:30 p. m. Automobile leaves
Roswell for Vaughan at 12:30 a. m.
and arrives at Vaughn at 6 p. m. The
fare between Santa Fe and Torrance
la $5.80 and between Torrance and
Roswell $10. Reserve seats on automobile by wire. J. W. Stockard.

Weils F argo
Oofipan?
Express

1--

1-- 4

4

4

4

4

1-- 2

1--

Appeal Bond, Criminal,
Appearance Bond, 2 sheet
1-- 2

1--

sheet

TO

All

.

.

farts of the Wef Id.

Save Mor cy and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fsrgo

DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Payable Throughput the United States. Cacade, Yesit
and all Foreigr Countries
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH .

'

JL

D. BARNES.

Apent
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UNITED STATES BANK

How a

CAPITAL 850,000.00
Does a General Banking

Attorney Fred H. Ayers of Estan-- ;
cia is at the Claire.
'
Edward E. Buchon of BouneTerre.
iSf
i VM
ho., is a visitor in tne city.
Mr. and Mrs. P. L. Coode are VI- St
sitors here from Spokane.
Lewis Fuller of Lansing, Michigan,
Sunny Monday laundry
is at Smimoiint Sanatorium.
contains a wonderful
snap
9e
A. M. Mennett, Sr., the wellknown
dirt-startwhich saves half
salesman from the Meadow city, is
in Santa Fe.
the rubbing. J he soap itself
j
Delegate A. B. McDonald has re- does most of the work
you
turned from a visit to Pino.s Wells,
i- i
Jt -Torrance county.
way In fiBur.. tl.o rot to ,v..i of a
merely assise u. l our poor :j
w
i
I"
Mounted Policeman .1. I). Lusk Is hack will appreciate the difa
J
here from Chama. He is stopping ference at once.
.
3:.. u,n:..
you use it.
diameter-- 1X
''V
kT
at the Claire.
'as,,V,",!'-n:',r;,;,','-.f-a"-".k, v,u
''
Sunny Monday will do its
Judge Edward A. Mann arrived
from Albuquerque and is reEistered best work in any kind of
i i
i
i
at the Palace Hotel.
water
noi, coia, nam or
U l,,ch '
,
George Curry arrived soft. Ail
' ; .c
'W ' .U
ou,.r spokes
waters look alike to
yesterday from Tularosa, Otero coun
ty, and is" at Gregg's Hotel.
Sunny Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. E. P. Robinson of Mil
I
waukee, have arrived at Sunmount
THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY
Sanatorium to spend a few weeks
CHICAGO
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Shurman
of
'
'' r
I;
D.. von wo..,!.--!14 ,hn"
,. i
,
mr!,. f.
I,
Kansas City are at the Palace. Mr. DOUBLE MEDAL CONTEST
,v
AT
MARY
JAMES
SCHOOL.
..Wfrma.,,f,year,.
Shurman
a
is
wellknown
traveling
man.
war.: WIien
:;-- ;v
There will be a double medal conHarold F. Moore of Santa Fe, who
test
at
the
James
U
school on I'
Mary
...
are ,.,,1,.
r u,r
,; y ;e
is to be married at Albuquerque today
the 18th, at 7:30 p. m. One!
to Miss Sara Hall, went to Albuquerprize will be awarded to a class of
que yesterday.
girls and one to a class of boys. There
Robert L. Hitt, in the real estate will
be no admission and every one is
business at Willard, Torrance county,
cordially invited. There is some splenand formerly of Doylestown, Pa., was did oratorical talent in this school and
a visitor in Santa Fe yesterday.
it will repay any one who goes to ;l
Santa Fe, N. M.
CS8
Mrs. Barnes, wife of
hear these boys and girls. Below we
Barnes of Oklahoma,
spent several give the program:
days in Santa Fe and was an inter- "The Unpopular Issue"
ested spectator at the sessions of the
Tabita Sanchez
&
constitutional convention.
"Looking Forward"
A large number of traveling men
Priscilla Lopez
arrived in the city yesterday and "Vivid Illustration"
took rooms at the Claire. Among
Veneranda Otero
them were A.
of St. Paul; F. "The Secret of Her Devotion"
Selfa Cisneros
Gallagher of Sioux City, la.; Frank
Woods, of Denver; M. O. Barela of "Lesson of a Tragedy"
Virginia Garcia
Trinidad; Simon Falls of St. Joseph,
Mo; W. H. Booth, W. C Swark and "Not the Note of 'War"
'Tose de Leon steers
A. Stanton of Albuquerque and J. A
$4.106.10; stockers and
Leadership"
;ers $3.30 5.60; cows and heiiers $2.20
Thorn of Bristol, Wisconsin.
Andres Cruz
6.20; calves $7.5010.
"The Yellow Flag"
Market
Hogs
CONCERT AT LIBRARY
Receipts 22,000.
Philip Montano weak. Light $77.50; mixed $7.20
HALL TOMORROW NIGHT.
"Our Future"
Amado Otero 7.60; heavy $7.10(o:7.e0; rough $7.10
"The Saloon Must Be Abolished" . .
7.30; good to choice heavy $7.30ffi7.GO:
A Delightful
Program Arranged UnMaranuo ijasias pips $6.75(?i7.B0; bulk $7.407.50.
der Auspices of Ladies Guild of
j
ONE HAS CALLLEP OUR .STORE
Church of Holy Faith.
Market
Sheep
Receipts 13,000.
weak. Native
The concert will be given tomorrow STATE SENATOR IS A
$2.254.05; western
HOME
OF RELIABLE
AND
YOUTHFUL PRODIGY. $2.504.05; yearlings $4S 5.25; lambs
night at Library hall under the auspiNov.
17.
WE
Cambridge, Mass.,
RATHER. LIKE THE .SOUND
ces of the Ladies Guild of the Church
Roger native $4.206.1o; western $4.15fi
THE
Sherman Hoar, aged 2", of Concord, 6.10.
of the Holy Faith.
IT
PHRASE.
DEMONSTRATED
To US
The Ladies' Glee Club will take an grand nephew of the late Senator
senator-elec- t
from the fifth Mid- THAT OUR EFFORTS IN SUPPLYING .THE
important part in this concert and Hoar,
every Santa Fean may feel interest-- ! d,esex district, who says he will be
PEOPLE OF THIS COMMUNITY WITH DEed in its success because of the local the youngest man who has ever sat in
PENDABLE MERCHANDISE
talent. The Ladies' Glee Club is un the Massachusetts upper house, is
HAVE NOT
der the direction of Mrs. I. H. Rapp, now a student in the Harvard law
BEEN
IN
VAIN.
school
and
different
pursuing many
with Mrs. V. L. Bean, accompaniste. It
is composed of Mrs. Asplund, Mrs. vocations.
WE BELIEVE WE HAVE MADE GOOD,
Hoar, while studying at Harvard,
Coard, Mrs. Crichton, Mrs. Kirkpat-rick- ,
n II i imiiih
yffi-irifmMrs. McBride, Mrs. Miller, Miss will sit in the senate. In addition he
ANYWAY, WE STAND BEHINDE THE
Bean, Miss Bishop, Miss Cheshire, is now getting up a news agency. He
is
a
furthermore
volume
to
writing
COODSWESELL, WE BACK THEM WITH
Miss Marmon, Miss McGibbon; assistprove the value of the Bible as a text
ed by Mrs. Robert C. Rankin.
A GUARANTEE THAT MEANS SOMETHING
Mrs. Robert C. Rankin of Las Ve- book for lawyers. He is himself prac-- !
lowr
Hwo.
and olcn la tvu
firinc
rr
gas, will be the soprano soloist and
A DOLLARS WORTH FOR EVERY
a treat is in store for those who love market a waterproof blanket. He Is
of
state
the
free
committee
vocal music. Miss Bettie Massie vio- secretary
scout master of the Boys' league, treas loncellist and Miss Virginia
Bean,
violinist, will make the music feast urer of the Concord Town schools and
'
one of rare delicacy and enjoyment. is a professional cartoonist, besides
cavthe
of
Harvard
trumpeter
being
The following is the program:
he takes
Carmena
Wilson alry troop. Occasionally
time to breathe.
Three Dances From Henry VIII.
a Morris Dance,
TO MAKE
b Shepherds' Dance,
c Torch Dance
Edward German
Miss Bean.
FRUIT CAKE
I Hid My Love
D'Hardelof
MONEY AND METALS.
&
Mrs. 1 ankin.
New York, Nov. 17'. Call money
MINCE
MEAT
The Water Lily
Abt 2
Prime mercantile paper 51-AT FROM
To
SUIT.
Converse
(a) Silent Noon
6; Mexican dollars 46; Amalgamat(b) Serenade
Pierne ed 68
1171-8- ;
Atchison 103;
Sugar
FORM FITTING, SHAPE RETAINING AND
Miss Bettie Massie.
Great Northern pfd. 122
New
Calm as the Night
HERE IS THE PLACE
Bohm York Central 152; Southern Pacific
THE LINING WILL PLEASE.
Mrs. Rankin
117
Union Pacific 176
Steel,
The Adagio
Franz Riese 79
TO GET
pfd. 1171-2- .
THE FINISH WILL PLEASE. THE FIT AND
Miss Bean.
New York, Nov. 17. Lead quiet 440
The Rockaby Lady From Hushaby
STYLE WILL DELIGHT YoU.
450; standard copper dull; spot
Everything yon Need
Street ...
Dec. 12.5512.65;
Chapman
Silver

it

Business

Your Patronage Solicited

stv

er

N. B. LAUGHLIN,

President

H. F. STEPHENS.

W. E. GRIFFIN,

PAGE HVE.

PERSONAL MENTION.

TRUST CO.

&

M.

iuu

Asst. Caseier

p!tn

FOR RENT
3

San Francisco Street.

WATSON & COMPANY

Real Estate

Insurance
Surety Bonds
Santa Fe, New Mexico

19 San Franciscc

St.

1

!

APPLY TO

C

3
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,.,...',.

Painted Dishes

r

Jsf

.amlv

"EVERYTHING IN HARDWARE"

K-a-

GAME SHEARS.

Furniture Co.
FUNERAL

aiA

H

N

u,.,,,!,,;,.,,,:,;,,.,,

Wholesale
Retail
Dealers in

Oak Extension Dinning Tables. Leather Seated
Chairs to Match. New Line of Beautiful Hand
FLAT WEAR.

:zB l

j

Agents

It

I

FOR THANKSGIVING DAY

&

DIRECTORS.

THE STORE OF QUALITY.

j

SPECIAL SALE FOR THE BALANCE OF WEEK
IN OUR NEW QUARTERS

ADJOINING

PER PAIR

;

FIRST NATIONAL IANK

Genuine Sioux Indian
$2.00

PER PAIR.

$3.50

JoME
"THE

Get Them Quick for Yon Cannot Buy
Them of the Indians at That Price.

Of

)

Santa Fe Trail Curio Company

mil"'l

II

Abstracts' of Title
Realty Matters

Papers

Legal

Rents

&

Collections.

r
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Do not delay until after the fire
NOW is the TIME to take out
that INSURANCE POLTCY.
REALTY

j

dollar or every dollar back

jf

our fall and winter
(the
sjts garkirschbaum all wool policy
ments) we believe the best to be had
in the united states for the prices
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Now is the Time

& INSURANCE

AGENCY.
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MARKET REPORT

JOSEPH B.
Room 19

HAYWARD, Manager,
Catron Block Santa Fe, N, M Tel Black

Whenever you want an easy shave
As good as barbers over pave,
Just call on me at my salon
At morn or eve or busy noon
I'll curl and dress the hair with grace
I'll suit the contour of your face,
My razor sharp and scissors keen,
My shop is neat and towelsare clean
And everything I think you'll And
To suit the tast and please the mind .
BATH

T. W. ROBERT'S
N M
!

RUBBER!

!

and you had better "rubber" this way
if you would secure the best bargains
try
in medicinal rubber goods of all kinds.
Here you will find a variety of

NICK YANNl'S

as well as gloves, mats, and the usual
line of rubber goods handled" by first-cladruggisi. The qualities are
guaranteed to be perfect, and the prie
ces are as low as you will find
In the west
ss

SHOE SHOP

elese-wher-

E SAN

FRAN6ISC0 ST

0

......

a
Men's
nailed) - Ladies' naif soles - - - Rubber heels
FIRST CLASS WORK
GUARANTEED.
half-sole-

If you want anything on earth
a New Mexican Want Ad,

PURE and

THE CAPITAL

75c
50c
50c

PHARMACY
Successors to

try

i

Stripling-Burrow- s

& Co.

if you want anyiumg on earth
a New Mexican Want Ad.

and
We a:

try

F R E;S

&

1910

$20.00

N. (T0WNSEND & CO.

VV.

j

STOCK

j

CITRON & PEELS
& CURRANTS'

SOFT

RAISINS

NUTS-- all
kinds
IMPORTED FIGS
PURE SPICES

five-roo-

HOT WATER BAGS AND SYRINGES

24

;

GRAIN, PORK. LARD AMD R!SS.
17.
Nov.
Wheat Dec.
Chicago,
90
May 96
Corn Dec. 45
Some Idea Given of the Immensity of
May 47
Oats Dec. 30
May 34.
Apple Crop in Northwestern
Pork Jan. 17.371-2- ; May 16.25.
Inland Empire.
Lard Jan. 10.071-2- ; May 9.65.
Spokane, Wash., Nov. 17. E. F. Car-tie- r
Ribs Jan. 9.20; May 8.95.
Van Dissel, president of the PhoeWOOL MARKET.
nix Lumber Company and second vice
St. Louis, Nov. 17. Wool unchang-- .
president and chairman of the board
of trustees of the National Aple Show, ed; territory and western mediums 22
231-2- ;
fine mediums 2021; fine 12
Inc., reported at the last quarterly
13.
meeting of the Western Pine Manufacturers' Association that 50,000,000
LIVESTOCK.
feet of pine lumber, or sufficient to
Kansas City, Nov. 17. Cattle Re--'
build 5,000
was ceipts 5,000, including 400 southerns.
cottages,
used to provide boxes for the apples Market steady. Native steers $4.75
grown in the Inland Empire this sea- 7.25; southern steers
$3.755.50;
son. He also submitted estimates pre- southern cows
$2.754; native cows
showand
by
pared
and heifers $2.606; stockers and
growers
handlers,
ing that not less than 300,000,000 feet feeders $3.755.25; bulls $34.30;
of lumber will be needed to supply calves $4.508.25; western steers $4
the demand for boxes In five years.
5.60; western cows $2.754.50;
These estimates place the fruit crop
Hogs
Market
Receipts 9,000.
of the district, taking in parts of steady. Bulk $7.407.55;
heavy $7.40
eastern Washington and Oregon, north
7.55; packers and butchers $7.45
and central Idaho, western Montana 7.55; light $7.40(3)7.50.
and southeastern British Columbia, at
Sheep
Market
Receipts 2,000.
100,000 cars. Five feet of lumber is steady. Muttons
$33.75; lambs $4.50
used in making a standard apple box,
6; fed wethers and yearlings
which holds a little more than a Win- fed western ewes $2.753.60. $34:
chester bushel. Mr. Van Dissel says
Chicago, Nov. 17. Cattle Receipts
the bulk of the boxes will be used In 6,000. Market weak. Beeves $4
packing apples for eastern markets.
7.40; Texas steers ?45.30; western
7--

O. K. BARBER SHOP

II you want anything on eartn
a New Mexican Want Ad.

$10,00

55

RUBBER!

making.

values that speak for themselves

FIFTY MILLION FEET OF
LUMBER FOR BOXES.

ROOM

247 San Franeisco StSanta Fe,

are

leaders that are leaders and

76

2

FIRST CLASS

600DJ"
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ioccasins

EXTRA FANCY ONES
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Beautify Your Dining Room

EXPERT EMBALMERS

"'

'

H

I

(
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fp...,n.:,!';.-'',,rr';',':'Tr,,.sSk.-in-

Phone. Red Ho. 189

Akers-Wagne- r

"'-ri.- ut.s
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Just completed; excellent location.

O
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STORE
ROOMS
Three store
on
rooms

'
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Money

Cashier,

i

YELLOW

PUMPKINS,

PEARS,

FINE

CAULIFLOWER,
LETTUCE,

HUBBARD

NATIVE
NATIVE
YOUNG

SANTA FE BOTTLIKG WORKS.
HENRY ICRICK. Prl.b
Mil from altered water.
TxmmiimiTTTrTiiirroTixTlTXTmTTiiiiiJ1xuiI1aIIMmnrlrj

CELERY,
HEAD

CLARENDON

ONIONS,

GARDEN

RADISHES, JERSEY AND NATIVE
SWEET POTATOES, MINCE MEAT
CRANBERRIES

Mtowiag

AH friaka

SPINACH, CALIFORNIA

TOMATOES,
i

re suggested to tbe thirsty m (onwtking
eool aod inviting
GtMttER ALE, WILD CHERRY, LEMON SODA, IRON BREW,
ROOT BEER, KLONDIKE FIZZ, CCCO COLA,
TABLE MINERAL WATERS.
TWe

SQUASH,
ORANGES,
BANANAS,
GRAPE
AND
CONCORD
FRUIT,
CALIFORNIA GRAPES,
APPLES,

Red IS tad have
16W orders delivered

TttephM

Dl

etc.

H. S. KAONE & Co.

R. V. BOYLE Mgr.
CLfiREftDOR

POULTRY

RIPE FRUIT NOW

CUT FLOWERS, WEDDING
BOUQUETS, and FUNERAL
DESIGNS.

YARDS

FRESH LAID EGGS everyMsy
Pure bred barred Plymouth Rocks and White Wyanrtottes. Chicken
are yarded In the orchard under the trees aurt fed or, clean wholesome food
only. No chance of Tuberculosis germs nor Ptomaine poisoninit.
A FEW FAX HENS FOR K A TING.

24 Hour Electric Service
WIRE UP THOSE DARK PLACES

gWi

For Electric Irons, Broilers,
Cleaners and Wash Tubs.

Santa Fe Water

1 and See
UMiL them in

Op elation

Light Company
BBS

h
if

a
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dollars in wetting the road down
which would have been necessary but
for the rain. This road will be comV '
pleted next week and will make possible the hauling o.f heavy loads of
"I am much pleased, to be able to write and thank
fruits and hay and other produce into
you for what Cardui has done for me," writes Mrs. Sarah
country.
Deming from
J. Giililand, of Siler City, N. C
It will also make a good automobile
''Last February, I had the Grippe, which left me in
road from Deming to Silver City by
bad shape. Before that, I had been bothered with female
and we can
way of Faywood Springs. To build
to cure it
NEW MEXICO,
this hard road across the sands of the
trouble, for ten years, and nothing seemed
GENERAL OFFICES-RAT- ON
"At last, I began to take Cardui. 1 have taken only
Mimbres north of Deming cost in the
"
it has done me more good than all the
but
5T
neighborhood of three thousand dolthree
bottles,
Ul.-a1910
1st
!n
Up)
Si.')t.
other medicine 1 ever took."
lars, and it is estimated that it will
than
or
doctors
any
The Great DANDERINE Never
STATIONS
'iT"
double this value to Deming in inI
Fails
creased trade the first year.
pm
4 00
I.v.. Des Molr.es. N. M...A r
Desired Results.
dis
will
The Deming public schools
50
Kuiimkio
3 3D
ICtllllHll
will
and
there
miss
for
Thanksgiving
IT. inlivens find invigorates the hair
3 15
Oipulhi
1 Elands and tissues of the scalp.
also be a holiday Friday, the 2."th
:i 05
Vltril
2 lf
Thompson
in st.
resulting in a continuous and
2 25
i 'unniiietimn
a i
1 55
... .Clifton House X.M....
increasing growth of the hair.
The fund for making a display for
In t on X. M
A r
y
In
Laud
at
Luna
the
Congress
county
TSi2
Letters of praise are continually
Ar M 15
Iiiitou, N. i
,.,v
I
enm ins,
lruiti nennv al! purls of
0 49':
Chicago has about all been collected,
jIMjfton HnisN' M.-"
the
country siatitiK that, DandeiiiHi
after-effec- ts
S Preston
like
S 12
the
driven pump
of any serious illness,
For
the
rentnved the growt't o:' inur in
the
land
electrically
s 55 :
Koehlnr .lunation
3 4 r.
f;ist'S thfit were considered
which will be a reproduction of a
hopc!er-KGrip, Cardui is the best tonic you can use.
Koc h ler. ......
:',r.
A Inly from Brooklyn writes:
now
is
the
the
Mimbres
steadies
It builds strength,
valley pumping plant
nerves, improves
... roHnx ...........
8 20
4 ;."
asbort iria! my hair stopped
"Af;er
8 02
now have a lovely head
4 W
fi.lisnjr.and
being installed in the Coliseum where
appetite, regulates irregularities and helps bring back the
I.v! 7 45
h.iir.
cf
Ar.
'inuuTOH
very heavy and over one and
5 rti
held. R. C.
be
will
show
a 'I'nirter card" loiiir."
Land
fi 35
the
I'iniflri-ohealth.
of
Arl a ui
I.v.
natural
5 10
glow
6 27
Niish
5 IS
'.'.i
Cardui is your best friend, if you only knew it
Ely will leave for Chicago Friday and
6 17
5 2S
Danderine stimulates the scalp,
....
00
6
Ute i'Hrk. N. M.. T.v
have charge of the Deming exhibit.
of ladies whom Cardui has
5 45
thousands
of
the
Think
makes it healthy and keeps it so.
p ni
p
lecMr. Ely is scheduled for several
you?
It is the greatest scalp invigorator
helped! What could possibly prevent it from helpingCardui
tures at the Land show on New Mexthe
of
known, it is a wholesome medicine
benefit
cannot
the
Remember
P.
X
S.
get
and'South.!
North
both
V.
train
.vii'i
My,
you
.IX
toll
:U
iniintMt
for both the hair and scalp. Even
ico.
not
for
sale
are
for
other
in
medicine,
llout "i N". l. meets trains at Preston N'.lM.
they
'or
any
ingredients
a small bottle of it will put
southfrom
A.
M., at 9:00 .i. m. iiaily except
Cardui.
J.
loiVT S 1H' I'll' c. S. M. .ui:' .'Hi; i!.tiil.vn,
Winters,
recently
bottle.
Cardui
in
the
Try
in any drug store except
more genuine life in your
u .!
ern California, bought the C. C. RogK:r- way 5!. 50 round trip; fifty pound xizsta.M carried free.
S'lii
hair than a gallon of any
Write to: Ladies" Advisory Dcpt, Chattanooga Medicine Co., Chaiianoosa, Tcna.
r ii:i.'s. M,
, for tin)
i
.V S t
si;itli at 11:11 p. m. arrives from the
320
claim
ers desert
assignment,
book. "Home Treatment for Women," seat free.
other hair tonic ever made-I- t
for Special Instructions, and
1$
Sorth at 4;38 a. m.
resishows results from the
acres, and is now building a nice
very start.
dence on the same. He has ordered
J. VAN HOUTEN,
WILLIAMS,
E. G. DEDMAN,
Now on sale at every drug and
a forty horse power
engine, with
G. P. Agent,
V. P. & G. M.,
Superintendent.
toilet store in the land 3 sizes
which to pump his water for irriga,
25C, &0C and $1.00
liquor dealers of this territory, or of tion. Mr. Winters is a veteran
the whole country. He knew what he
the
Fticw how quickly
understands
problems
and
Craa To
I ETcC
Danderine actH,-was selling. But what a conscience which confront the
perfect
a lariie sample free
send
irrigator
will
Cut I livrnrtimiiiaUtoanvoiiewlio
men must have to sell that to their
Miles of Hell.
A Thousand
ly.
This siMi'ln this free coupon totbe
fellowmen, which they well know their
Out Kno'.vlton Danderine Co.. Chicago,
L. A. ITardwick has just finished his
(Communicated by Y. W. C. Ao
off without; yes,
are
v lth thelrname and address
mile and a half
one
There are 242.231 saloons in the fellowmen well better
neat
bungalow
and 10c In silver or Btauipa
know will bring posimove into
to pay poslitee.
will
United States. Allow 25 feet front for what they
town
and
of
northeast
to
their
and
injury
tive
grave
very
each saloon, and you have 539 miles
the same with his family shortly. Mr.
We
come.
to
time
all
customers
for
We esti
of solid street of saloons.
is Hardwick is recently from Kentucky.
mate 56,923 gambling dens, and witn 'ask in all candor and calmness,
From Santa Fe to El Paso, Bisbee
Seborn J. Smith, in drilling a well trucks and were, up to a few years the room. The evidence in the case
worse
such a traffic infinitely
a 25 feet frontage each it makes 209 not
twelve miles south, of Deming on his
than
robbery?
highway
Douglas and a!l Points in New
used tor nanaiing lime rocs- irom showed that Garlington had nothing to
miles of solid street of gambling
countered at a depth of ago,
en
homestead,
Rmfiit.er.
do with the shooting.
lanis
know
this
strong
We well
Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the
dens. There are 300,000 lewd women
of the 110 feet a peculiar clay which seems
Is stm In
cars
o
seriousness
combinatlon
the
in
but
guage;
United
largely
very
in
the
States,
MEXICO
via
NEW
Pacific Coast,
to have all the qualities of a very fine service on the local run between At- EXAMPLE TO SANTA FE
the saloon sections and very often, if case requires plain speech. It is no
exCENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
or
BUSINESS MEN.
via Leavena
ruin
to
pottery clay. Mr. Smith is having
chison and
matter
boy
them.
single
small
with
not mostly, in connection
will worth. MostArgentine,
and
they
same,
the
examine
or
of the other equipment
is
if
it
your
perts
my
boy
all of them admit that girl, especially
Practically
&
as to whether or has been retired.
Club is
Commercial
Albuquerque
their business must have liquor for otfn boy. And men who are intelli-a. make report shortly
valuable commercially.
Prosperous Since it Devotes Itsncppssful ooeration. Allow 25 foot gent enougn to sit. as tteiegnies in - not the clay is '
inself Strictly to Building.
The voters of Luna county are MORE DETAILS OF THE
front for each bawdy house, and two constitutional convention, are also
to
tne
know
284
leanui
much
makes
gratified at the intention of the
telligent enough
CLEAN-UP- .
girls in each room, and it
VAUGHN
i,r
f liowfiv hnnses. results nf their traffic.
:i
Plainly, we constitutional convention to grant Lu.tro
Albuquerque, N. M., Nov. 17. That
na county a representative for, her
makinsr in all 1.092 miles of solid want them to "quit their meanness
Commercial Club of Albuquerque
the
Town
Railroad
Junction
Guadalupe
as Sam- Jones would say, and give major fraction, and not link her with
street of hell
Must Abandon Free and Easy
is a business organization; that its afconstitu-gatin
the
the
one
in
right
people
representative
Sierra county
We feel sure that not a single
Frontier Ways.
saloons where
fairs are directed by practical busithey district, as was intimated in the
For Hates and full information address
desires to have his son pass tion to abolish
desire.
ness men who mean business, and that
a few weeks ago. The Deming
!i!
down this street, nor his daughter
Vaughn
Vaughn, N. M., Nov. 17.
p PnmTYltirpA
tfink this lDat-Not one solitary substantial argu- !n',,tor tVioao nvfiims of ruin and de-- i
'has no lonerer. esnecially in old town, the finances are now on a business
Co
forward
been
wants
ment
has
his
brought
yet
1 struction, not one. Not one
''' the appearance of a frontier town, like basis, is indicated by the fact that
ter up when tne
A.
son to become a drunkard, nor his why prohibition should not be submit-danghti Paso Texas.
.
t0lay SeCr6tary T- J" Nay,n WiU
state-widvote of the people, bfrtrculaW
.
to be otherwise than the ted to a
o
. liiolnc the result nf thfi combined ef- c
u
m
And that in the
tunu iuui ui iuc
one.
not
oi
town.
iWe
in
dcvculj
repeat,
thp
and
best
signatures
which
,""'a
'
girl
purest
1U11B UM
in
this
that
fact
of
d
the
"
whom
thg time
to
j
monthg
j
they lice and
every voter
But look down this avenue of
practically
of
the police
Judge Ball,
and
this thousand miles of hd.tlon sit able men, keen lawyers ar- - were presented.
court.
For several days past the the reorganization of the finances of
there
Were
Business-Farmeintellects.
any
bright
What.
the
of
hear?
and
see
do
and what
C. C. Hanley,
you
mounted policemen have been busy the club were rearranged. In addition
!
hours? Lis-- gnments 10 ue lomm us.iu.sl uui vy-Itenoccurs every twentv-fou- r
returned to El Paso yester- giving "move on," and "get out of to the first mortgage of $35,000, a sec-and
studious
brilliant
these
des-osition,
;
of
three town within' 24 hours," to women of
Cries of robbery, murder,
after a stay in Deming
ond mortgage was arranged, which
twen-.mewould not on.y nave raubaoieu day
pair and death agonies. Every
the redlight district, their friends and
days.
f h d sev.
but
d , th
of
the
libraries
all
the
territory,
weni
hours 273 persons die; every,
C.
J.
Laugnren
R. C. Ely and
numerous other undesirable charac- enty of which were issued to local
enure
tne
inno-(o- r
and
r
sweet
164
automobile
an
hours
twenty-fouin
I
ters. Many of the persons notified
at a par value of $100 each.
shows the impregnable to Cooks Peak today
cent girls are ruined;
every twenty-- i All th s
retum to. left town. Others remained to be people
v
.
.
u
.
t b rcfullded ln ro.
d
nnr
Th
m c
i
Tinsuinn.
htiu
- i.iik ka-"
ni
four nours 21 muraers lane piace,
shown and were hauled Into Judge
night.
tatioDj ag quicldy as tne finances of
lives for which the Son of God came treme weaiiness oi
were
who
court.
those
Among
RIGHT the
the club permltted an(J were to draw
E F. Mead, Roadmaster of the S. P. Ball's
down from heaven and died, and to!' With us is the eternal
shown is Joe Brown, who was fined interest at 8 per cent payable quar-$5has returned to his home in Tucson.
save which God has set the whole ma- - imperishable truth, against which
and costs and a six months jail ter,y yesterday President F. B.
John Beal and party returned trom sentence
of heaven in motion, angels! en the gates of hell shall not prevail,
if he remains in the county. gchwentker and Secretary Naylon
yesBlack
Range
in
the
no
is
there
a
And
on
possible
the
trip
hunting
especially
and archangels, are sacrificed
was charged
with allowing ured up that they had enough cash on
luck.
poor
very
the
sa-into
terday and report
altars of Bacchus, are slain at the j argument against writing
women to enter and drink in a sa- - nand t0 refund four o( the second
Miss
Mary
and
John M. Thompson
loon bars of this country. And hun- constitution a provision that counties
loon. Lena Johnson was fined one morteaeB bonlJa an1 av ail interest
dreds are slain annually right here in which desire to get rid of the saloon Anderson were married this afternoon dollar and costs and sixty days in jail
dear-frodue until December 1 without causing
H. F. Baldwin, Jr., left this alter for
New Mexico, and their blood cries and thus in so far protect their
saloons. Sentence was a financial
frequenting
to
stringency. The numbers
Boulder,
most
convaluable
est
weeks
and
possessions noon for a two
trip
earth to this constitutional
suspended if the woman leaves town. of the seventy bonds were according- vention, as it cries to nigh heaven, their boys and girls may be permit-Ho- Colorado.
unaerwomen
A Duncn ot otner
oi tne
ly thrown int0 a hat shaken up, and
long, oh, how long will the 70,- ted to do so. Or, has no one in New
world were arraigned and sentenced our numDers were withdrawn, 7, 21,
000 voters, yes, how long will the lead- - Mexico any rights except the saloon?
Yellow"
and
to pay a fine of a dollar and costs and 34 and 49 Holders of bonds 7, 21,
Dressed in "Black
ers in the constitutional convention Has the home no right to be protectNot "Football Colors" but the color spend sixty days in jail. Sentence
and 49 may have them refunded
of
the
does
very
What
:ed?
preamble
of this territory harden their hearts,
Foley's was also suspended In their cases, pro-of the carton containing
j
today tomorrow, or next week, by
even stoD their ears against this cry the U. S. Constitution say? Is not
safest
and
best
women
the
town.
Tar
and
These
viding they left
caning on secretary Naylon. He will
How the very fundamental purpose of the Honey
of human agony and blood?
for all coughs and colds. were Carmen Juarez, Marguerite Le hand them one hundred dollars In
safe- cough remedy
MB
TICKETS AND RESERVATIONS AT
the
all
of
meas-and
some
constitution
'
law,
will
before
thev
see
give
long
Do not accept a substitute but
Roy, Irene Johnson, Ida Scott, Eva
interest on
CITY OFFICE IIM
V
ure of relief?
guarding and guaranteeing or numan that vou get the genuine Foley's Scott, Claudie Gregory, Lena Wallace, cagn for each bond and1910.
The
them
until
December
1,
and
happiness.'
safety,
Thr av "Prnhihitinn flnti't nrohib- Does
in a yellow carton with
Gray, Daugherty Gray.
funding of the bonds is just another
the constitution exist for its own Honey and Tar
if
town"
kill
will
the
you
"it
Yet
The
capital
A. A. Valdez was bound over to the indication that the Commercial Club
hltink letters. Sold by
NEW MEXICAN BLDG.
- it"
vote out the saloons, the liquor peo-- sake or for the sake of the people
action of the grand jury on a charge is prospering as it never has before
it
if
Pharmacy.
And
it?
to
live
under
who
are
"more!
if
pie say. How can that be,
of assault with a deadly weapon. Ga- - and that the organization will be out
fails to write protection for the most
liquor is sold in prohibition territory
briel Anaya and Pedro Villa were also 0f debt before many years, owning
DEMING
of
GAUGE
sacred
NARROW
interests
valued
and
than where they have saloons." Now,; highly
bound over on the same charge. Anaya without any first or second mortgages,
CITY.
SILVER
TO
not
the
very
miss
the liquor people have never been the people, does it
and Villa were told to leave town and one of the most handsome club build-neve-r
of its existence? And why
object
able to explain that, although
they
return and their sentences sus- - ines in the west.
Incident of the
asked
to
An
should
Almost
be
the
adopt
Forgotten
people
to
hire
need
have all the money they
of Terripended.
Railroad
which
History
come
a
constitution
and
under
Early
the!
the brightest and best talent in
Walter Garlington, of Garlington
tory of New Mexico.
absolutely fails of its object? And if
won th hriiliant
be misled generally
Bros., who own and operate the transcannot
the
people
at
hand
his
tried
of
Milwaukee,
Rose,
fer line, was tried before Justice of
coumenen muuej mu.
(Santa Fe Employes' Magazine.)
explaining this mysterious question to e
but few Santa the Peace Ball on a charge of aiding
doubtless
are
a
There
to
constitution
accept
persuaded
the
Dr. Dickie. But notwithstanding,
which denies them their rights?
Fe employes, and those only the old and abetting 'the crime of murder. Up
mayor's quoting scripture and history,
is
a
the
matter
for
legislature," timers, who are aware of the fact that on motion of District Attorney McEl- ho
sr, cnmnletelv knocked out of
a
Carrying the TJ. S. mail and pas- the rate of $5.06 per hundred lbs.
musL oe no
mere
that portion of the Rio Grande divis- roy of Tucumcari, the case was dissay.
that
on
this
the
proposition,
actheilney
ring
Special automobiles furnished to
- ion between Silver City and Deming, missed.
Mr. Garlington rented a
ALBUQUERQUE
sengers between Vaughn, N. M., and
man-- 1 tion in the constitution, they philosohis
ram
nnrl
carried
and operat room in the Garlington building to E.
constructed
a
Roswell, N. M.. connecting with ths commodate any number of passengera
asked
was
further.
Phize
We
originally
delegate
He
had
and
of
the ring.
form out
.
El Paso & Southwestern and Rock Is- to make special connections with anj gled
than! why they had legislated at such great ed as a narrow gauge road. We are G. McNabb, who was arrested several
harm
more
cause
their
"done
with
connect
travC. Short, general
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You Can Work Near a Window

COMMITTEE

winter when you have a Perfection Oil Heater. It is a portable
in

REPORTS
State, County and Municipal Indebted
ness.
Section 1.
The state hereby assumes the debts and liabilities of the
Territory of New Mexico, and the
debts of the counties thereof, which
were valid and subsisting on June
twentieth, nineteen hundred and ten,
and pledges Its faith and credit for

the payment thereof. The legislature shall, at its first session, provide
for the payment or refunding thereof
by the issue and sale of bonds, or

otherwise.
Sec. 2. No county shall be required
to pay any portion of the debt of any
other county so assumed by the
state, and the bonds of Grant and
Santa Fe counties which were validated, approved and confirmed by Act of
Congress of January sixteenth, eighshall
teen hundred and ninety-sevebe paid as hereinafter provided.
Sec. 3. The bonds authorized by
law to provide for the payment of
such indebtedness shall be issued in
three series, as follows:
Series A. To provide for the payment of such debts and liabilities of
the Territory of New Mexico.
Series B. To provide for the payment of such debts of said counties.
Series C. To provide for the payment of the bonds, and accrued interest thereon, of Grant and Santa Fe
counties, which were validated, approved and confirmed by Act of Congress January sixteenth, eighteen

hundred and ninety-seven- .
Sec. 4. The proper officers of the
state shall, as soon as practicable,
select and locate the one million acres
of land granted to the state by Congress for the payment of the said
bonds of Grant and Santa Fe counties, and sell the same or sufficient
thereof to pay the interest and principal of the bonds of Series C issued as
provided in section three hereof. The
proceeds of rentals and sales of said
land shall be kept in a separate fund
and applied to the payment of the Interest and principal of the bonds of
Series C. Whenever there is not sufficient money in said fund to meet the
interest and sinking fund requirements therefor, the deficiency shall
be paid out of any funds of the state
not otherwise appropriated, and shall
be repaid to the state or to the several counties which may have furnished any portion thereof under a
general levy, out of the proceeds subsequently received of rentals and
sales of said lands.
Any money received by the state
from rentals and sales of said lands
in excess of the amounts required for
the purposes above mentioned shall
be paid Into the current and permanent school funds of the state respectively.
Sec.

.

The legislature shall never enact any law releasing any county, or any of the taxable property
therein, from its obligation to pay to
the state any moneys expended by the
state by reason of its assumption or
payment of the debt of such county.
Sec. 6. No law shall ever be pass-- '
ed by the legislature validating or
legalizing, directly or indirectly, the
militia warrants alleged to be outstanding against the Territory of New
Mexico, or any portion thereof; and
no such warrant shall be prima facie
or conclusive evidence of the validity
of the debt purporting to be evidenced thereby or by any other militia warrant. This provision shall not
be construed as authorizing any suil
against the state.
Sec. 7. The state may borrow money not exceeding the sum of two hundred thousand dollars in the aggregate to meet casual deficits or failure
in revenue, or for necessary expenses.
The state may also contract debts to
suppress Insurrection and to provide
for the public defense.
Sec. 8. No debt, other than those
specified in the preceding section
shall be contracted by or on behalf of
this state, unless authorized by law
for some specified work or object;
which law shall provide for an annual tax levy sufficient to pay the interest and to provide, a sinking fund
to pay the principal of such debt within fifty years from the time of the contracting thereof. No such law shall
take effect until It shall have been
submitted to the qualified electors of
the state and have received a majority of all the votes cast thereon at a
general election; such law shall be
published in full in at least one newspaper in each county of the state, it
one be published therein, once each
week, for four successive weeks next
preceding such election. No debt
shall be so created if the total indebtedness of the state, exclusive of the
debts of the territory, and the several
counties thereof, assumed by the
state, would thereby be made to exceed one per centum of the assessed
valuation of all the property subject
to taxation in the state as shown by
the preceding general assessment.
5.

Sec. 9.

Any money

borrowed

by

the state, or any county, district, or
municipality thereof, shall be applied
to the purpose for which it was obsuch loan and to
tained, or to
no other purpose whatever.
Sec. 10. No county shall borrow
money except for the purpose of erecting necessary public buildings or constructing or repairing public roads
and bridges, and in such cases only
aiter the proposition to create such
debt shall have been submitted to the
qualified electors of the county who
paid a property tax therein during the
preceding year and been approved by
a majority of those voting thereon. No
bonds issued for such purpose shall
run for more than fifty years.
Sec. 11. No school district shall
borrow money,, except for the purpose
of erecting and furnishing" school
or purchasing
school
buildings
grounds, and in such cases only when
the proposition to create the debt
shall have been submitted to the qualified electors of the district, and approved by a majority of those voting
thereon. No school district shall ever
become Indebted In an amount exceeding six per centum on the assessed valuation of the taxable property
re-pa- y
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radiator which can be moved to
any part of a room, or to any room
in a house. When you have a

j
j
'

SMOKELESS
Absolutely

smokeless and odorless

you do not have to work close to the
stove, which is usually far from the
window. You can work where you
wish, and be warm. You can work on
dull winter days in the full light near
the window, without being chilled to
the bone.
The Perfection Oil Heater quickly
Fives heat, and with one filling nf thp
font burns steadily for nine hours, without smoke or smell. An
indicator always shows the amount of oil in the font. The filler-caput in like a cork in a bottle, is attached by a chain. This
heater has a cool handle and a damper top.
The Perfection Oil Heater has an automatic-lockin- g
flame spreader, which prevents the wick from being turned
high enough to smoke, and is easy to remove and drop back, so
the wick can be quickly cleaned. The burner body or gallery
cannot become wedged and can be unscrewed in an instant for
rewicking. The Perfection Oil Heater is finished in japan or
built for service, and yet
nickel, is strong, durable,
light and ornamental.

PROOF OF FAIRNESS.

A frown developed on the countenance of the new patient, as he studied
Uie bill the physician had handed him.
"What do you mean," ho at length
enorted, "by charging me $25 for a
treatment
when
you
charged Handerson only ten dollars
for a treatment extending over the
same length of time?"
"If you mean that I am not impartial in my charges," retorted the bristling doctor, "I want you distinctly to
understand that you have absolutely
no foundation for your Insinuation.
I
ordered Handerson to eat three square
meals a day, while I forbade you to
eat more than one light lunch. Now,
sir, if you will add the coat of Hander-son'- s
meals to my charge of ten dollars and compare the result with the
cost of your meals, plus my charge of
$25, you will obtain such proof of my
equitableness that you, if you are a
man, will humbly apologize to me for
your unkind and unwarranted attack."

M.
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Grouch Gemr Discovered,
Scientists have found the "grouch
germ," according to reports from Kan-

SEVEN

WORSE STILL.

'WANTS

At the last election two laboring
men were discussing politics (and sour
ale) in the public bar of the Red Lion.
Jones was a
Tory, while
Smith was a Radical of the deepest
iye. The argument was fierce.
at
"Ah, well," remarked Jones
length, "yer can't got away from the
fact that Mr. Robinson's a pufflck
A reel torf, 'e is. Only the
other day be sent me a rabbit for my
dinner."
"Oh, 'o did, did 'eT' snapped Smith.
"Well, that's wot we calls bribery."
Jones began to get alarmed.
"Well, the rabbit was a trifle- 'lgh."
he replied, deprecatingly.
'
"Wuss still,"
thundered
Smith.
"Wuss still. That's bribery and corruption."

sas City.

This germ. It is believed,
thrives particularly in the vicinity of.
and in neighborhoods
phonographs
where a great many young porch parties celebrate until the small hours of
the morning. These "grouch gtrms"
are great travelers and are carried
about from place to place. They are
spread by bill collectors, book agents
and persons who go from house to
house selling potato peelers and glass
cutters. Those who go about with
subscription lists Becking donations
are also responsible for the wliio scat-- ,
tering of the little microbe which pro- in hot weather.
duces peevishness
With these pointers one may know
how to avoid giving the pest a chance
to carry on Its fiendish work.
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Palace

furnished room.
Phone Iliack 8".

N'i ely

Avi-nuc- ,

FOil PAI.K Cows horsfg and
Apply at Mrs. Otto Retach
Galisteo St.
on.

wag-- !

409

Cider
WAN'TKI) A good sized
Press New or second hand in good
order. I.. Ii. Prince.
LOST Black
leather pocketbook
between Capitol and Palace hotel
Contains money and letters. Return
to this office.
Reward.

WANTED Men without experience
Correct Way to Put Up a Hammock.
Punished.
to work at electricity, plumbing, auto-- !
A
Seneca
(Kan.)
man, W. R.
"People who lie are always punished mol'iled. bricklaying.
Learn trade In
Wright, gives these specifications as in one way or another."
few months without expense, 20U stud-'ent- s
to the correct way to put up a ham- - j "That's
right."
lust year. $3,000 contract job.
mock: "There is a know-hoabout
"You know of incidents which bear Write
Lad.
United Trade
Smart
immediately.
hammock
a
besides
hanging
it out my statement?"
p,
tying
The teacher had taught her class to eo it cannot break down. A hammock
School Contracting Co Los Angeles.
I
"One.
to
used
exaggerate the
memorize the name of (he new king of should bo hung six and
'
size of my fortune when talking to a
Belgium.
feet from the ground at the head and
girl I used to call on bofore I was
TYPEWRITERS
"And now can any of you boys t"
three and
feet above married."
me the chief industries of Belgium?
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
the ground at the foot. The rope that
"And she discovered that you were ilatents furnished. Ribbons and sup- she asked.
secures the head should not be more
lying and despised you ever after- plies.
TTp shot the hand of the little boy In
Typewriters sold, exchanged
inches
than twelve
long, and that at ward?"
the blue jumper. "I can, ma'am."
and rented. Standard makes handled.
the foot about four and
feet
"No, she married me."
All repair work and ypewriters guar"What are they, Archibald?"
In length.
Arranged in this way the
anteed.
"Raising Belgian hares and making lower part will swing freely and the
Santa Fe Typewriter Exwell-mad- e,
Belgian blocks."
head is kept comfortable by being
No Harm Done.
change. Phone Black 231.
Kansas
"What, marry you?" echoed the
nearly stationary."
City
Dealers Everywhere. If not at yours, write for descriptive circular
Star.
maid. "Well, I guess
OR
SALE Handsome
to the nearest agency of the
quarter
Helps the Imagination.
not. Why, I wouldn't marry you If sawed oak desk, roller top, filing
Townsend
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you had ten times the money my faof money with his new thermometer.
spacious and in Al condition.
Long Days.
ther has."
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How
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"Oh, well." rejoined the young man 'mif CM hct i, n t a ricclr In a t..wli ,1 .nn.
it?
place where the longest day lasted In the case, "you have nothing on dition for lower
Townsend It's a reverse effect; the three months and a half? But that
price. Intpiire New
me In that respect. If I had half that Mexican.
mercury goes up with the cold and really Is the length of the longest day
amount of money I wouldn't
eren
down with the heat. It's a wonderful lu
Spitzbtrgen, a far northern cape on know you."
CONVENTION SPARKS.
within such school district, as shown
for people who want to imagine the way to the north pole. At a
WANT Look! What a very rare
help
place
by the preceding general assessment.
treat! A full fledged registered practhey are more comfortable than they called Wardbury, in Norway, the longSec. 12. No city, town or village
are.
(Continued from Page Two.)
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ticing physician; from America's leadThe Honest Sailor.
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that
that
ing medical college; with hospital exall
said
the
this
you
daylight
thought
parrot
ordinance, which shall be irrepealable
perience and a special course in the
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Assailing the Judiciary.
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latest treatment of consumption in
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such city, town or village, sufficient to
ever, it is a moral certainty that this
pay the interest on, and to extinguish defect alone will be enough to pre-Sign of Quality.
the principal of, such debt within
"'m Bur6 tnat there is some won-- THE VALUE OF PROPRIETARY
Smokeless Frying Pan.
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aldermen or other officers of such imoprtant matter. It is difficult to hope to repay.
tached. At this point the inner wall
this fact.
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The old standard proprietary medt
mitted to a vote of such qualified tion more mischievous than this proNOT SURPRISED.
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..
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BeMnd the, Timer,
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GIVE US YOUR ORDER
ALL ORDERS

For Turkeys Entered Before Nov, 17th.
VflTH HEADS AND FEET OFF,

29c. the Pound
Any Size, age or sex, 1000 lbs. to be selected
from. Price will he higher after the 17tli.

SO ORDER EARLY.

F. ANDREWS
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Only Kind We Handle.
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The, lotting quality of our Shoes,
their "CAPACITY-- for retaining
their dressy appearance are
'
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worllt considering when

you need fuotirear.
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All Rinds of Shoes

AT ALL PRICES.

JOHN

PFLEUGER
248 San Francisco St.

Shoe Specialist
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Tuberculosis Conquered
WRITE for TESTIMONIALS

of PROMINENT

PEOPLE FREE BOOKLET and WHY

NATURE'S CREATION SAVES CONSUMPTIVES
L. M. HOFFMAN, General Sales Agent, Albuquerque, N. M.

!

coun-passag-

1BI

With something new every day.

I

Cj
Looking for your interest while you sleep,

inter is (joining

Guarantee

There are warm days in Winter,
Cool days in Summer,
But one thing is certain-Win- ter

every. garment to be absolute fit or you
do not take it. We also guarantee the
highest workmanship at same price as
ready to wear garment. This department has grown 100 per cent since a
year ago and we intend to carry it to
the top notch. We guarantee delivery
in 14 days or we will forfeit 10 per
cent of its value if we do not make
delivery on that date.

is Coming.

The wind is changing. The cold.snap
is coming, and there is going to be
wild rush for ladies' outer garments.
This stampede of business will shatter
our Hne of woolens-- it will sweep ,the
best sellers and most popular numbers
off the boards, AT LEAST TEMPORARILY.
You'll do well to anticipate your needs
in a suit, coat, dress, skirt or cape by
looking over AMERICAN line today
Let us take your order and your
sure to be pleased.
mea-sure--you'-

re

'j
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